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young like
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart
some
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

Seigel Company Is Asset
carry a
Sometime ago the News was privileged to
had
Company
Seigel
I.
Henry
news "Siory stating that
quarters and
present
its
in
business
its
of
limit
reached the
employ an addithat it could expand its operations to
employing
presently
is
company
The
tional 300 women.
approximately 500 people at peak production.
expand
This news of its intention and willingness to
that
meant
it
because
ears
our
to
sound
welcome
was a
thousands of dollars would be spent here with local
merchants. The ernployees of the Seigel Company live in
and around Fulton. Their _pay-checks find their way into
the stores of this city and any merchant will tell you that
there is a very noticeable difference in the week's receipts
when the factory is not in full production.
In an interview with Leo Greengrass, efficient manager of the Seigel plant here, we learned that the committee appointed by the Chamber of Commerce is working
diligently and enthusiastically to provide the added quarters needed by the company to expand not only its pants
manufacture but to add shirt manufacturing as well.
When . campteted, and it looks very encouraging, the
expansion will mean a steady employment of between
700 and 800 people a week arid a semi-monthly payroll in
the vicinity of $50,000 for that period.
ste
Hats off to Russell Pitchford, Chamber of Commerce
aeasi"
president for his public-spiritedness in appointing a committee and very best wishes to the Seigel cc,mpany for its
continued esuccess and growth.

We're Going ... To The County Fair
After many months of writing, cajoling, begging and
suggesting We learned today that plans are going ahead
to stage a County Fair in Fulton County next September.
The news comes from Barney Speight, who says that he
has been aPpointed chairman to head up a Young Men's
Business Club committee to make plans for staging the
first county-wide fair to be held in this county in many
years.
Tentative plans are to put the show on in a big way,
as only befits the people of this county. Horse races, stockexhibits, agricultural and home-canning shows are only a
few of the things projected for this big event in the fall
of 1949. Speight and his committee are alreiady !lard at
work studying the procedures of other such affairs held
in this vicinity. There'll be a mid-way and barkers and
all the gala attractions that make a county fair a real
celebration.
We hope this little article tells only in half measure
the real pleasure we feel at the news of the coming event.
Count on us for any help ... we want to get on the bandwagon that will bring hundreds, even thousands of people
to the city.

Added Marker For Dairy Products
Dairy farmers of this state and throughout the nation
are launching an expanded promotion campaign for all
dairy foods with intensified emphasis on butter.
This
should be encoutaging to Fulton County farmers who depend on the dairy market for a livelihood.
This is the report of Ben Allen Thomas, president,
who represented Kentucky at the recent executive and
advisory committee meeting of the American Dairy Association held in Madison, Wisconsin, with delegates rep-

proval. Only a few days later,
incmhers of the International
Wheat Council edecided to conVene in January, to try to work
out a new agreement.
First world wheat pact was
e,
1,4 March. by the
e•
e-0
US: and 35 other nations. It was
designed to stabilize prices and
volumer_ of world wheat trade,
-and assure U.S. growers of foreien markets, for five years.
AFBF supported the agreement.
• Although the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee ok'd the
principle of the agree.ment, during the special session last June,
it left the pact unratified. General feeling here is that it
will be difficult to secure another agreement as favorable to
1STFULLY Chritt's grave insittent
U.S. growers as the last. One
•oice
reason is that wheat- output is
Is borne across the centuries, and we
treatly improved within Europe's
Who hear mutt answer,and mutt make a choice:
This year's
important nations.
harvest in Europe is set at 1."Lovett thou me?"
465,000,000 bushels, as against
1.025.000,000 bushels in 1947. •
'' Yea,Lord, we love Thee," quick we make reply.
Another factor—and the major
Then—"Feed my sheep," He says, and clear and
one, according to some officials—
plain
is the price _situation here at
Along the ether ways of eanh and sky
home From, a January high of
$3.20 per bushels, wheat prices
The voice sounds out again:
: steadily tumbled to an October
level of $2.39 a bushel. Our grow"Loveet thou me?" He quettions us,0 friends,
ers are more worried about forAnd may we answer truthfully today:
'feign markets than they were last
"Yea,Lord," for all eternity depends
March.
•
On what we say.
One top official told' this writer: "Tale importing nations have
recreell
,cteree4
(
all the face cards now: Under
the last pact, exporters were
promised a ceiling of $2 a bushel.
They probably won't get as good
•:.•.••"ee-ese....•e'ef
a deal now."
to Education
period.)
It looks as though one of the
reminded his audience.
Mr. Fleming said that "cern- iisees tossed into the lap of the
As possible issues determining
long-the mid-west farm vote M the ! plete and comprehensive"
re:ent election, Mr. Flerreng list- . range farm program should proed the following: (1) restrictions f vide. among other tiaings, for:*
peeventing the Commodity Cred- • (1) more efficient and effective
it Corporation from providine seil conservation work: (2) imadequate grain storage; (2) fail- proved consurnsr nutrition: (3)
ure of Congress to ratify the In- expanded foreis.n markets: (4)
aernational Wheat Agreemeree. , general price stability and high
power.
(3) attacks against farm oo-ops: consumer purchas:ng
He emphas.zed that the curand (4) attacks by most metropolitan Republican newspapers ' rent long-term price support lase
ts the product ,of many years' inon farm price supports.
"Farmers realize that egricul- tensive study. and that it ha:,
tural policy must square with won the support of the majority
farrn leaders.
the general intereses," he declared. "They are sensitive to New Wheat Pact
Efforts to negotiate a new inelic criticism of the sort that
ves directed at farmers in the ' ternational wheat agree-rnent arc
, putting on steam here in Washso-called potato scrindal.ington.
The permanent price support
program approved by the recent . Last week, President Truman
Congress is a step in the right di- ' told delegates of the Food and
rection toward a workable long- Agricultural Organization that if
range farm program, said Mr. another pact is negotiated, he
will send it to Congress for apFleming.

"LOVEST THOU ME"

A

"I don't mean to infer that the
program is perfect," he continued. "There are certain technical
amendments which are necessary
to its successful operation."
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TOWLE'S
Neu- masterpieces!

Refr
To

43uying Furniture tor

0,A

cHRIsTmAs?
Let us show you our beautiful pieces for erery room in the house

I GRAHAM

We are proud to prestent
Madeira — graceful and romantic,
its delicately "embroidered" flowers
utterly' feminine
French Provincial
— charmingly simple, with lovely
flowing lines and graceful curved
surfaces. Both are Leolioned in
lifetime solid silver Let us show
them to you - and the many other e
lovely Towle patterns! We can explain
simple, inexpensive ways to collect your set
French Provincial — Sizplece place petting $27.00*
Madeira -- Six-pteee 'sate setimA $24.50

FURNITURE CO.

Prwas mar.Fosereu 71i•

303 Walnut Street

SV

the annual meeting of the Nehraska Farm Bureau Novetnber
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Supports and tbe Vote
Roger Fleming, Director 0' re
AFEIF's Washington office, emphatically denied this week that
the mid-west electi en results
inere a vote in favor of h.gher
price supports for farmers.
'This question wasn't even an
issue in the campaign," he told

Dukedom
Services(

CREOMULSION §

•Feat...., do /oak. 4..4. 1..ase, apeman

4111--‘11411
.

Friday, r

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home

Creomulsion relieves prompdy because
.
(The Aiken Law, due to be- at goes right to the seat of the croak
come effective January I, 1950, to help loosen and expel germ laden
places farm supports on a sliding phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
scale, ranging from 60 to 90 per- heal raw, tender, inflamed bronthial
cent of parity, as supplies are mucous membranes.Tell your druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creomulsion
larger or smaller than normal.
widt.The understanding you must like
It also contains a modernized the way it quickly allays the cough
parity formula which bases price or OU are to have your money back.
various
between
relationship
farm comodities on average prices for the most recent ten-year for Coughs,ChestCo!ds,Bronchitis

industry. Better is the very foundation upon which a prosperous agricultural economy is built, and upon which the
nation's standard of living depends."

AL

greatest number of children.
Tittees poarer states have made
finaneial sacrifices in
alterei He lions for education than
tee tee richer states, but bee!,use of the di:proportionately
ei cat. u ntimber of educables between 5 anti 17 s•ears of age, they
have been linable to meet what
;s •considered a minimum requirement," he asserted.
A el3F strongly favors the
Fr:11 'inle of federal aid to education.

DI

m-',---tztrc...2,4Tivtrbrltrc-Pcm

resenting 40 states in attendance.
In explaining the move to recapture the butter market, Mr. Thomas said, "As goes butter so goes the dairy

Spearheading the new promotion schedule for butter
vvill be newspaper advertising in key metropolitan markets across the nation. The campaign will get
underway
early in January.
He pointed out the great losses that dairy
farmers
of the nation are taking today, $26,000,000 on
butter markets alone in the past three months. In time, if this
trend
continues it will "undermine the nation's source of milk
supply." The dairy farm side of life cannot
continue to
provide the demands of the nation's food
market if the
prices for milk, butter, cheese, evaporated milk,
dr•y
and other dairy foods are not on the
same level with tl-te
national hourly wage income.

neectoneress ssell be adequate
•
fit/demi aid to education
Last week, Senator Ellencler
(D..I.a.) ennoimerei that he will
eitroduce a $3)0 000,000 a-year
program-similar to the one whicli
at led of pet sage in the lait Conercis.
The orieinal bill provided for
federal grants to bring state exPniditures for primary and seconclary education up to a minimum of $5 per child each year
Ellender indicated that h
would press to have a new education bill passed during the first
seesion.- He emphasized tie t the
first bill stated in "unmistakable
language" that the federal government cannot interfere with
state management of - public
schools.
"It has been provea that in the
poorer states are to be found the

ANDREWS JEWELRY CO.
226 Church St.

Fulton

PHILCO FtADIOS

LANE CEDAR CHESTS

SAMSON LUGGAGE
NURRE, BINSWANGER MIRRORS

MERSMAN TABLES

VICTORIAN FURNITURE
PREMIER VACUUM CLEANERS
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Dukedom Lady Dies;
Services On Sunday
Services were held at 1 Sunday afternoon at Good Springs
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
for Mrs. Nettie - Winstead, who
died at her home east of Dukedom, Tenn., Thursday afternoon, December 2. The Rev. O.A
Gardner officiated. Burial,
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ne 390
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Roots of Culture

DECEMBER--TURQUO/SE,ZIRCON, LAPIS'LAZULI
ANCIENTS BELIEVED, AS
DO SOME MODERNS,
THAT'THE" AZURE' TURQUO/S'E ATTRACTS"LOVE
'AND GREAT RICHES.

BRILLIANT ZIRCONS,FASHICWABLE TODAY AS IN A/VCIENT
TIMES,AREMINED IN INDOCHINA, TRAorfoNALLY
001
CONFER HONOR,WISDOM,
'('-!L
SAFE TRAVEL.
DECEMBER PEOPli:/NCLUDEFAMOUS'CHURCHMEIV,PH/LOSOPHERS,SCIENTIFICANDMEINCAL PIONEERS,SALESMEN,
SPORTSMEN.
OF BABYLON/A ANC

I-Doubly guaranteett in
writing to be perfect;

ASSYRIA PRESENTED BLUE
-OLD-FLECKED L A F'IS
OR 6
LAZUL/, AS' TRIBUTE, TO

2-Inditidually registered
in the owner's name:

icyPr.i- PHARAOHS%

3-Fully insured against
loss by fire or theft:
4-One uniforni national
price on realed-on tag.

ogs
AUTHORIZED

JERI El FIEN
1
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lour Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:
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WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
2'21 Lake St.

A
Here's Cash ror You
For Winier Clothes

A

A
A

Protect Your Health
From Head to Toes
Biy

A
A
k
Fy;
ici

Proper clothing is essential to
good health. If you need extra cash to buy winter clothing, see us today

mtvotate
tFINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
ati Walnut Street
Phone 1252
Fulton

YOUR BIRTHSTONE
AND ITS MEANING

FROM EARLY TIMES,
THE LOVELY LAPISLAZULI
HAS'BEEN THOUGHT TO
BRING PROSPER/TY
IMMO•
A/VD A SSURE

tl
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Thomas Clifton Dick. 62, died
at his home in Lynnville Nov.27.
He had been ill three weeks.
Funeral services were conducted at the Church of Christ in
Bro.
Lynnville Monday with
James P: Miller of Paducah officiating. Burial wz‘s in Highland
Park, Mayfield.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Bonnie Dick: three brothers, Naah Dick of Lynnville,
Bnone Dick of Bardwell, Carl
i Dick :of Mayfield; three sisters,
Mrs. Alvin Mason of Detroit,
; Mrs. George Mathis of Lynnville,
and Mrs John Garden of Mayfield.

R. M. KIRKLAND

William T. Cloyes
William Thomas Cloyes, 71.
died Nov. 29 at his home in Water Valley:
Funeral services svere held
Wednesday morning at the Methodist church in Water Valley,
conlucted by Reverend E. Boswell, assisted by Reverend L. B.
Council of Ridgely, Tenn., fol
lowed by services at the griveaide.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Emma J. WilsonCloyes:two
sons, W. E. of Mayfield and J. M.
of Water Valley; one daughter,
Mrs. Cletus Murphy of Fulgham;
three grandchildren; and one
sister, Mrs. R. B. Sellars of Walnut Grove community.
Mrs. R. C. Hays of Washington
county has made between 45 and
50 pounds of yellow cheese since
that lesson was given in the
Springfield Homemakers Club

210 Church Street
Phone 909

•

Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Ine.

HOW YOU WILL
BENEFIT BY READING
tile world's doily ninespoper.—

a,

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. you .41, fsr4

yourself one
the bestainformed persons in your community on world affairs when
you reoa this world-wide doily newspaper regularly You will golni
fresh, new viewpOints, o fuller, richer understanding of today's vital ,
news—PLUS help from its exclusive features on homemak.ing, education. but4neSS, theater, music, radio, sport!.
„_
Subscribe new t•
S•11.S
Thu Christian Science Publishing Society
nth special "getNorway Street. Etoston 15, Moss , U.S.A.
Orw,
•equointeir off•r
Enclosed is 11, for whioh mensa send me The Chnel4me
—1 incontb
$1
I Science Monitor for one month.
IU. S. tunds) 11
Nam*
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THE BEST GIFT
OF ALL:
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Use dur
Chr istrn.as
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JEWELRY 14Wa4"
Pead'd

Ati..A.

Peagehte, 741.4 ektedrilt44
Whether it is a diamond, watch, ring or some oth:.• Oft of
beauty and charm, you will find our store filled vith gifts
that will bring happiness and appreciation to the rerei;e7: of
one these fine expressions of love.
DIAMONDS
MEN'S WATCHES
LADIES' WATCHES
DINNER RINGS
ENGAGEMENT RINGS

There's a great pageant of color•
Purple, and red, and green;
Gold. and crimson, and turquoise
And many you'Ve never seen

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.

PHONE 88

.//"...°.'"": -s.
/ •••„,.. ---..
(

Come watch an ApriEsunset.
From some hill-top high;
And see God's glorious painting
One time before y8u die.

—Randall L. Cashon
Martin Rt. 4
-

408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

- -IMIM-T,MMACCV.VC-VCIVC
3 -WAIVVVCCMI:,!
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No earthly artist could paint it.
Gr the glorious scene portray;
That we see in the vivid sunset
At the close of an April day.

Mountain rocks and valleys,
A church with such a tall spire
It wouldn't be hard to imagine
"I'vcas the home of the
evening star!

Whitnel-Hornbeak
linen,' Home

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

APRIL SUNSETS
Been looking at a picture,
The grandest I've ever seen:
It was drawn by the
hand of a Master,
And hung on the western screen

WATCH
REPAIRING

,1

It Pays To Advertise In The News!

The South Furton 4-H Club
met last Friday to elect officers
as follows: President, Oletha
Heart Attack Fatal
Owens; Vice-President, James
To Route 2 Resident
Stehl; Secretary, Delores Jolley;
Reporter, Dale'Cummings; SarServices were held at 2:30
gent In Arms, Donald RichardStitiday afternoon, at the First
son; Song Leaders, Donna Faye
Methodist Church for James Wiland Barbara Adkins.
liam (Jim) Gibbs, who was M.:Clare
found dead in the woods lot adNine new members present:
joining his on Fulton Route 2. Jimmie Yates, Ancel Hall, Mary
Friday afternoon at 4:30. He died Jo Reed, Robbie D. Forrester.
following a heart attack. The Dianna Patmer, Annette WilRev. W. E. Mischke. pastor, of- I1) :1,1 Janie Sue Vowen and
ficiated. Burial under direction Dale Cummings.
of Whitnel-Hornbeak Funeral
The group studied the sysHome. 1A:as in Greenlea Cemetem of keeping a book to record
tery. He was 75.
Mr. Gibbs was born in Weak- the daily progress of the various
ley County He was married on projects they undertake during
June 20, 1905, to Miss Willie the year. A moyie, "America
Brann, who died two. years a- The Beautiful" was shown. Lessons were given to show the corlto:
He leaves two sons, Frank rect methods of decorating a
Gibbs, of Fulton and James Gibbs Christmas tree.
daughters,
of Memphis; two
The next meeting will be held
Mrs. James Palmer and Mrs. in January.
H. H. Bugg of Fulton; a brother,
ug Gibbs-of Fultort,--Rotite-2;
Accurate
four sisters, Mrs. Miles Oliver
of Claude, Texas, Mrs. Lee LedWORKMANSHIP
better of Viga, Texas, Mrs. AnAt Low Cost
na Richardson of Deming, N.M.;
:ind Rob Fowlkes of Fulton; and
Watches, Clocks and Time
two grandchildren.
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

tier direction' of Jackson Broth
A. E. Brown
ers Funeral Hunie of Dukedom.
Brov,n, passed away at
E.
A.
was in the church cemetery.
home, Water Valley Route 1,
was 75.
Mt. Zion community, suddenMrs. Winstead was the daugh- ly
had
29, He
November
ter of the late Henry: an:1 Caper- !•..en indeclining health for sevnia Winstead Byars. Ske was a .•1:11 months.
iiumn'ier of the Cumberland Pres
Mr. Brown *as born in HickGood
at
Church
byterian
man county. August 2, 1871, the
:'prings.
son Of William and glizabeth
Mrs. Winstead's husband, John Bryant Brown.
He Was first married to Mary
M. Winstead. was killed in a
Nashville, Etta -Hicks. To this union ten
train wreck near
children were born, eight of
Tenn., in 1918.
Mrs. Brown
Win- whom survive.
, She leaves a son. W
away about 37 years ago.
, stead of Akron. Ohio; four dau- passed
was later married to Mrs.
ghters, Mrs. W. L. Matthews He
Nettie Bynum who survives him.
and Mrs. Thomas Brann, both of
He served his district as a
Dukedom, Mrs. Porter McClain
member of the Hickman county
and Mrs. Howard Meeks, both of
for a number of years and
Detroit; five brothers, Pete By- eourt
was always a man of influence
ars of Dukedom, H. L. Byars of
respect in his community.
Blytheville, Ark.: Joe Byars of and
Besides his widow, he is sur:
Mayfield: Ernest and Lloyd Byars, both of Detroit, and eight vived by three daughters; Mrs.
Blanch Clifton, Water Valley;
grandchildren.
Mrs. Grace Ramer, Columbus;
and Mrs. Pauline Henderson
Pationize our Advertisers!
Mayfield: Six sons, Elmus• and
Paul of West Virginia; D. A.
and Roy Of Detroit; Guy of Water Valley, and one step-son Gene
Bynum of Fulton; One brother,
Burley Brown of Water Valley
and one sister, Mrs. Dennie
Brown of Fulton; 15 grand chilEFFICIENT
dren and 5 great grandchildren.
PROMPT and
Funeral services were heici
CoCRTEOUS sERV1CF
Wednesday afternoon at the Mt.
Zion C. P. church. Former ristors, Rev. L. E. McCoy and Rev.
Joe C. Gardner, together with
JEWELER
the pastor, Rev. L: E. Moore
FULTON, K
*IAIN ST.
conductejl services. Burial followed in the 'Mt. Zion cemetery.

Refreshment on the Job
To-day's Trend in Industry

South Fulton I-H Club
Elects Group Officers

Thomas Clifton Dick
-

HAPPINESS.
/9.19,1kc

JAMES W. GIBBS
BURIED ON SUNDAY

VANITY SETS
NECKLACES
LOCKETS
WATCH CHAINS
TIE SETS

BIRTHSTONE RINGS
INITIAL RINGS
BRACELETS
CHARMS
BILLFOLDS

Our Prices Are Ri411t---Never Undersold ii
A

,ig, Warris Jewetry Store 1

I Ly
IP
I:

224 Lake Street, Fulton Phone 98

I

NkaaiiliDiotNAA-2aiZi-k4M-NN.-4N zrackai-2aaaaa-akaaama

See our line and check our
prices on:
Plate Glass
Auto Glass
Window Glass
Mirrors
Paint
Venetian Blinds
Aluminum-framed Window
Screens
Wallpaper
Wallpaper Canvas
Decorating and
Cleaning Supplies

Hold on
a

tittle

longer .

FULTON PAINT
AND GLASS CO.
FREE DECORATOR
LONSULTANT SERVILE

:

NEW - USED

You never know what's happening
at the other end of the line! That's why
it's important to allow about a
minute for your party to reach the
telephone—and just as important to
answer your own calls as promptly as
possible. Being considerate pays off in
As.k for it either way ...both
trade-marks mean the same thin,;.
•
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., WC.

FULTON

Cl 1949, The Coco .7ola Co,

better telephone service for everyone.

4

b'urniture shopping for Christmas Gifts?
SOUTNIRN

VISIT DARNELL'S - TWO LOCATIONS
108 Paschall
11", (Martin Highway)

423 E. State Line
(Austin Bldg)

Ill

Give party railed

KKKKK NOM AND DILIORAPN COMPANY
Incorporated

those

to answer
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Bride Of Mr. Parks Weaks Is
Honoree At Beautiful Reception

Maiden street.
State homemaker's constitution Moore on
After several progressions Mrs.
to let the State officers serve
' Clyde Williams, Jr., was awardthree. years instead of two.
' ed high score- prize and Mrs. Joe
. Treas received low.
EVENING
THURSDAY
One visitor,' Miss Marolyn
D
ENTERTAINE
CLUB
the
Shannon was included in
BY MARTHA MOORE
three tables of regular members
The Thursday evening club
4 continued on page 5)
met at the home of Miss Martha

junior matron in an American
beauty crepe that added the
crowning note to her .stately
. . Mrs. Leslie
bloncie beauty
Weeks in dusty rose completed
the harmonious rainbow color
scheme.
Out-of-town guests invited to
Mrs.
meet the honoree were:
Claude Botts, Mrs. Spencer Millard and Mrs. Edwards Parks, all
of Union City.

Hynored At Reception

parties on the
Among'the 1,rst,0 a wide series of gay holiday
and tea
reception
elegant
the
was
December
'social calendar fi›
complispecial
in
Weaks,
Louis
Mrs.
by
given
yesterday afternoon
to the social smart
ment to Mrs. Parks Weaks..a popular addition
Mr. Weaks was
set of the city. The honoree whose marriage to
daughter of Mr.
beautifully solemnized in Atlanta recently is the
,sind Mrs. David English Clark of that city.
huge bowls of
For this occasion the att,rac- I bout4the house
minature
roses,
tie Weal& horne was gay and Joanna Hill
coral
and
festively decorated with a pro- I chrysanthemums
of
beauty
the
enhanced
gladioli
early
the
fusion of flowers of
An arrangement of
house.
the
I
reception
the
winter season. In
I red carnations graced the piano.
hall a poinsettia plant artisticalThe flowers were gifts to -the
mirrored
a
against
ly placed
hostess from her friends.
background presented a myriad
Receiving the guests at the
tapers
red
tall
of color, with
was Mrs. Vodie Harden who
door
candlelabra.
crystal
in
`" burning
presented them to the receiving
presided
registei
guest
the
•At
in the living room.
+aver by Mrs. E. R. Hefley. a red line
In the receiving line with the
candle was placed in a low bowl
honoree were
of pine balls and bristles.' All a- hostess and the

4

COUNTY HOMEAIAKERS
ADVISORY COUNCIL
MEETS IN HICKMAN
Thy,Advisory Council-of the
rundri Cleunty Homemakers met
December 6 a-t the office of the
agent. Airs. Bertha McLeod in
Hickm1s1.
Each club was represented.
The delegates were facinated by
tlle Mega given by Miss Gillette, assistant state leader, for
Farm and Home Week to com6
in January at Lexington. Many
well known lectures will be present to reveal their wealth of information to those attending.
Dean Cooper and Dr. Donovan
of the university will appear as
speakers. Miss Mary Sweeny will
tell of conditions in India and
Nars. Duvall of
ina.
tional Council, Dr. Raymond McLean, Miss Mary Mimms, R. B.
Hull, E. G. Nouise and others
To Be Held
will also speak.
In the category of business.
Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. Clyde
Linder served as chairman and
secretary and treasurer. Reports
Beginning at 10:30 A. M.
were given by the several leadMrs. Parks Weaks
ers and chairman. Mrs. Robert
At the CLARENCE MATTHEWS home, one mile.
-verged each member
assemblage was a Thompson
and a half south of Fulton on Martin highway near Mrs. Leslie Weeks, Mrs. Ftobert fashionable
not only to paint and stencil her
with the ladies in
to assist anyone
Taylor and Mrs. Robert Taylor, picture sticly
but
mailbox
receiving line and tliF guests
Wilson's Garage.
else to do so.
nnthe latter two of Dyersburg. I the
Tre.,
J
ultheir
in
hostess
the
I assisting
Mrs. McLeod discussed the
Tht.
Entire household and kitchen furniture including
tra-smart dinner gown.
In the dining-rocim Mrs. Her- hostess in an electric blue dinner score card effectively. Vice-presan extra nice bedroom suite and an extra nice living bei•t Carr and Airs. Aiary Carr gown with the very new bustle idents are especially anxious that
Johnson poured tea to the fash- -adornment ... the honoree in an . all reports are prompt and auroom suite.
ionable group privileged to ac- emerald green satin
dinner thentic.
•
Electric Refrigerator
cept the hospitality of the gracMrs. Taylor was chosen as dellatest pencilMesdames Carr and gown with the
hostess.
ious
Electric Washing Machine
straight skirt . . . and the ,Mes- egate to the Farm and Home
Johnson were assisted in serv. the senior in a Week with Mrs. Smith Brown as
dames Taylor
Flectric Radio
ing the guests by 'Mrs. Clyde Wilgold crepe creatfon that enhanc- alternate.
liams, Jr., Mrs. C. D. Edwards
The group voted to change the
<-1 her vrunette'beauty and the
Lots of other house furniture including desk, chairs and Mrs. Lillian Cook Cate.
Miss Mary Davis Weaks,
Little
lamps, rugs and other things too numerous to men- stunningly dressed in• a long
white dress also assisted in servtion.
ing her mother's guests.
*I'VE WILL ALSO SLL THIS HOME ON THE As the guesis were served they
spacious livingABOVE DATE. Nice 6 room house with full bath, repaired to the
rooms of the Weaks home where
hot and cold running water, two. acres of ground. they
were greeted by Mesdames
This is a nice home well located and you can buy George •Doyle. Harvey Maddox.
Leon
it as the highest bidder at your own price for cash. Hendon Wright. Bob White,
Shepherd.
Browder, Winfrey
Jack Thorpe, Elizabeth Snow and
This house will be sold at 12 o'clock sharp.
Clyde Williams, Sr., whci asCLARENCE MATTHEWS,Owner
sisted the hostess in entertaining her guests.
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer
in a setting of candlelight this

PUBLIC AUCTION
Monday, Dec. 13, 1948

I

PUBLIC AUCTION
To Be Held

Thiirsday, Dec. 16, 1948
Beginning at 10:30 A.
At the JIM GIBBS home, five miles southeast of
Fulton near Walnut Grove Church. furniture inThe entire household and kitchen
beds,
cluding some antiques, marble top dresser-,
and chinaware.
cut
Some farming tools including an extra goodnew.
as
good
as
almost
under wagon. This wagon is
Bipaking Plow "
•
Hay Rake
MoWer

kbout 70 bales of good Jap Ha:.---;ind lots of other
things too numerous to mentiur
We will also sell this farm at Public A urtion on the
day of the sale. This farm contains 50 acres of land
more or less, about 20 acres of bottom land. This
farm is well located has 4 good three room house
with baement and hall. Two good barns, good po-tatoe house and plenty of other out buildings, has
electricity, and three good gravel roads' coming
into it.
We will sell this farm when you get through bid(Eng on it to the highest bidder- for cash.

JIM GIBBS ESTATE, OWNERS
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer

Friday, Decen-.1:(
(Continued
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# V MAX FACTOR SE
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. 1 EVENING IN PAIR
SAFETY RAZORS
PEN DESK SEYS
0 FOUNTADI PENS
#
if CIGARETTE LIGH
0
4 PIPES
TOBACC_OS
LI SHAVING SETS
; BII.L FOLDS

I

t STATIONERY
FACE POWDER
TRAVELING SETS

!,„1 ALARM.- SETS
; ELECTRIC IRONS
CHRISTMAS TREE

ig SHAVING BRUSH!
g
CON115-BRUSH SE1

X
Gift Bo-

a

OWL

1
0

Everybody's Pointing To.

"Hundrec
116 LAKE Si'.
41
:71074
,
711M110711M,:f1H
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it
V
V
V
V

1948 HOTFOWT APPLIAUCES
See the Big HU' PARADE of

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS

VOlitekteCtO
•

orr
•Come in today! Look over Hotpoint's brilliant matched appliances
—all with amazing new postwar features. Learn how you can start your
modern all-electric kitchen and laundry on our easy step-by-4tep p!Ln.

4t;
)g

Hotnoint mak.s every hing fcr ihc ki!chim
and laundryl isanges, Refrigerators, Dishwashers, Disposalls*, Water 1.7t,.ters„
Washers, Flatplate !rollers, Rotary Iron.
crs, Cabinets and Sinks

Our iizA9 dristnias Club
Is Now Open

•
ENT
CONVENI
TEROs
LIBERAL TRADE-344S
•
WATER HEATER
Amazing
"Magic Circle ' Heat

SAVE THE EASY WAY ... a little each week,
and have money for gifts next year! Chose any
of these plans:
-s

you receive $12.51.1
25.

Deposit 50e weekly

you receive

Deposit $1

v.:eekly

you receite 50.

Deposit $2 we.•kly

you receive 100.

17
.

t S3 we:ki3

you receive i50'.

it .-1;

you receive 250.

RANGE
11 Important Advancements
: •

WASHER
With Famous
"Thriftivator- Action

V

Fulton

ank

Safety --- Service --- Satisfaction
Member F. D. I. C.

ELECTRIC

, 1'114) ro 901
NI /:1') St / vet
1 111113111MIIIMI
.
,&Nallaall1
)411244/WiDadkpultSPOPLI124, j-V140VAPOW:rattklicOLaileatz ifflaifaziegiali"
9

from

who were; Mrs. Wil
Treas, Mrs. Fred H
Clyde Hill, Jr., Mi
Omar, Mrs. Stanley ,
Ralph Cantrell, Mrs,
Jr.. Miss Andy Del
Mary Homra and MU
Martin.
The hostess served

Friday, Decen-LI. 10, 1948

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky

(Continued from page 4)

1-salad plate at the close of the Bennett. present
games.
During the liusiness session
who were: Mrs. Williams, Mrs.
conducted by the president, I
Treas, Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs. !
JUNIOR WOMAN'S
Miss Virginia- Howard, the club
Clyde Hill, Jr., Mrs. Morgan CLUB HAS MEET
made plans for their Christmas
Omar, Mrs. Stanley Jones, Mrs. TUESDAY NIGHT
party to be held December 16 in
Ralph Cantrell, Mrs, J. L. Jones,
The Junior Woman's Club the club building. Reports were
Jr., Miss Andy DeMyer, Miss i rhet Tuesday night, December 7, also)given on the Christmas seal
Mary Homra and Miss Charlene ! at the club home with 16 mem- drive sponsored by the
dui)
Martin.
bers and two student representa- which is now in progress.
Mrs. Clyde -Hill, Jr.. presented
The hostess served a lovely ; tives, Joan Ellis and Betty Boyd
_,. _______.______
rot
- -_ . -.
the Christmas story "The Other
.avatiniamsawitsomasaavissasannanciPasasisswaissiaswansaassaitasa
, AI WISC. Man" for the program. Mrs.
lefr''
Jack
.Carter and Mrs. Joe Tress,
il
N . accompanied by-- Mrs.: Edward
*
Benedict, sang carols while Mr,.
it
^ Pill told the story.
The hostesses, Mrs. Stanley
n Jones, Mrs. Charles Looney, Mrs.
Fred Homra and Mrs. Morgan
g FROM OUR POPULAR CHRISTMAS DEPT: PR ()mar,
Jr., served spiced. tea and
it sandwiches during the social
hour.
tf MAX FACTOR SETS
TOILET SETS

GIFT IDEAS

Ann.
Jimmy
gifts.

received

rr_any

s:sica::••

a
A
g

a

OWL DRUG STORE

1
GIFT SLIPS
Tailored satin "Charna
snip-your-length

Lea,"

$2.98
Satin and crepe "Lady Doretta,lace trimmed; white and tearose.

$3.50 and $3.95
Other Gift Lingerie
"Blue Swan" elastic and
banded brief panties in tearose, blue and yellow.

89c, $1.15
"Blue
Swan"
flare-leg
pantie; tearose and white,

$1.35

Florza,
lace-trimmed
washed-silk
nerigee-style robes; pink and blue.

$9.95
Satin. lace-trimmed gowns in pastel
s.nades.

$7.95

$5.95
gcwns with-lace trim; blue and
pink.

$8.95

PAJAMAS
Crepe

HANDKERCHIEFS,'boxed sets

tailored

50c 75c $1

it.arming pastel
CHENILLE ROBES, white and
$5.95; $8.95
.
pastels

$5.95
in printed cotton broadcloth, seersucker $5.95

HOUSECOATS

GIFT HOSE
GIFTS FOR HIM

Nationaily-advertised "PRIM" hos,ery in 45:51 gauge; 30 to 15 denier.

LOUNGING ROBES
Avenue"

$1.50 $1.85 $1.98

a

19.95 and $10.95

Brown-Kaiser
Bonds Mill
Mellow Bond
Old Grand Dad
Old Forester
Overholt Rye
Bonded Beam

GIFT BLANKETS
‘,17urrey- by Nashua . . 88
To*;
jae'r Cent purrey rayon, 12 percent
wool; size 72 x :90; extra tuck-in
length. Solid pastel shades.,

Carioca
Ron Merito

Don Lista
Bacardi

Seagram
Gordon's
Schenley
Calvert

Kinsey
Gilbey's
.Fleishmann's
Walkers

Brandies
A
4

V
V
V

Lem Motlows Peach VSO Brandy
Elackberry Lem Motlows Apple
DeKuyper Peach
Sir David Peach
Melba Apple
Loretto Peach

Ancient Age
Jim Beam
Lem Motlow's Private Stock
Early Times. 5 yrs. 90 pr.
Boston Spot Bottle 86 proof. 3 yrs.
Walker's DeLuxe, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Old Charter, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Stag: 3 yrs. 86 proof.
Glenmore, 90 pr.
Cascade
Jack Daniels
Bourbon Dew'

Merito-Gallo-Roma
Garrets VA-Dare
Italian Swiss Colony Burgundy Muscatel
Bardenheir's Port Sherry Muscatel, Claret
Gibson's Golden Pheasant Sherry Muscatel
Petri Sherry Muscatel
Padre Poi t Sherry Muscatel
Champagne, ooks and Roma

Black and White
White Horse .
Teachers Highland
Cream

tt

V

A

P. C. FORD

!•11APIPY" HOGAN

4 SPORT SHIRTS
V
In all wool

O. W. IdePHERSON

*

$4.50

$2.98

CHENILLE SPREADS

SPORT shirts in spun rayon
gabardine:
all dark
and
shades.

Wbites and colors: fall bed size-

$4.95

$9.95

TOWEL SET'
A

Foict Liquor Store

and

$3.95

Canadian Club

1

drink

DRESS shirts by "Blocks...
kant-fade broadcloth. Whites
and assorted stripes.

$6.95 to 58.95

Liquers

DOLLS that really
wet! Rubber.

$4.95

Old Angus „
Haig & Haig
Vat 69

Security (Peach. and Apricot)
Southern Comfort
Garden Club (Peach and Apricot

$2

DRESS shlits by "Kingston:"
solid valaite broadcloth.

Canadian
Seagram V. O.

$1.50

FOR THE CHILDREN
DRESS shirts by "New Era;"
nationally-advertised sanforized Chungking rayon broadcloth, Cream, white, light and
dark tan.

4

Scotch
Wines

$1

MENS GIFT SHIRTS

it
Straight Bourbon

TIES by D'Orsey, in silk

$7.95'

V
V
v

Gins
Rum

by 'Park

Extra lengths, 51.50

Bonded Whiskey

a

JERSEY ROBE to match above
paamas, Sizes 14-20 and 34-40.

$5.95

i.hades

1

a

$12.50 set
PAJAMAS in black rayon jersey
by "Kermes.s;" cerise and aqua
triaw. Sizes 34-40.

Hohday Wmes & Liquors
Old Taylor
Dld Crow
Yellowstone
I. W. Harper
Old Fitzgerald
Ky. Tavern
James E. Pepper
Old Poindexter

/

GIFT ROBES

•

Bourbon DeLuxe
P.M. DeLuxe
Old Thompson
Cream of Kentucky
Golden Wedding
Three Feathers V.S.R.
Paul Jones
Sir John Schenley

GIFTS FOR HER
ROBE and GOWN ENSEMBLE
by "Lady Doretta'' in lace-trini
med jersey. White, blue,' pink
Sizes 34-40

MillitS4 At MK RC Mt AMMO/AINURiefilttlKOCIRRINIMIKIVIROVIESICAC
04Ric :4 AtUMW %,C MIR MCIrdlielaRivissatiatigsitiarsust

St agram 7
Calvert Reserve
Schenley
Sunny Brook
Bond & Lillard
Three Feathers
Four Roses
Hill & Hill
King Black Label

sa:r•santragas:se sw Ise :Ai at fa ma Isaacsit

KASNOW'S

1

Blended Whiskey

sa:

Personals

Mr. and Mrs. Gecirge Duram
MISS 5IARY ANDERSON
if EVENING IN PARIS SETS
have returned to their home in
CUTEX SETS
ENTERTAINS BRIDGE
Columbus, O., after a ten daV
CLUB FRIDAY NIGHT
it SAFETY RAZORS
visit with Mrs. R. S. Matthew's .
THERMOS BOTTLES
Miss Mary Anderson enter- and children in Forestdale.
d PEN DESK SETS
tained
the members of her bridge
MILITARY SETS
Alton (Pat) Matheny is in the a
N club at her home on Central
I.C. Hospital in Chicago.
His.
FOUNTAIN PENS
Friday
avenue
night.
last
CONIPACTS
is!
room number is 365.
s
g
Two
tables
of
regular
mem1 CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
* bers enjoyed the evening of
51ANICURE SETS
PAI,ESTINE
bridge. Mrs. Ardell Sams was
PIPES
Cld-ARETTE H()LDERS
George Brov.-der left Monday 1 V
- *- high scorer and Mrs. Howard
TOBACC_OS
Strange received the bridge bin- for his home irc Dayton. 0.. aft- I
BATH SPRAYS
!▪ ' g0 prize at the close of the games. cor a visit with his parents. Mr. I
d SHAVING SETS
R.' Members playing were Misses and Mrs. Rupert Browder and V
WRISTLEY'S SOAP
Aldolphus Latta, Tommy Nell family.
BILL FOLDS
Yates, Lilly B. Allen, Bessie •. Mr. and Mrs. David Berryhill
LUNCH KIT
▪ Jona* and Mrs. Tucker Brown; of Collinsville, Ina spent Satur$ STATIONERY
CHRISTMAS CARDS
a 1 Mrs. Gerald Rachel, Mrs. Saint day night with Sara Huston and
FACE POWDER
Robert Wade. They had attended
:I and Mrs. Strange.
MONOGRAM Shaving Sets
R
ig I
Miss Anderson served .sand- the funeral of a relative in MisTRAVELING sirrs
i ! wiches and cold drinks to her sissippi.
WRIST WATCHES IN
Mr. and Mrs Estone Browder,
.
ALAirsla SETS
aliCKEY MOUSE AND OTH- it guests.
Mr. and Mrs.• Gussie Browder.
The club will have its annual
-ER DISNEY CHARACTERS. I
A ELECTRIC IRONS
A Christmas party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Percy King, Mr.
•
_LADIES OVERNITE CASES it Mrs. Gerald Rachel December 22, and Mrs. Roy Bard, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Stroud and son, Austin,
CHRIST34AS TREE LIGHTS
*
Rupert and Richard Browder.
KODAKS
A , JIMMIE MATHENY
SHAVING BRUSHES
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murphy,
PI COMPLEMENTED ON
Mrs. Bertha Nugent. and son
PERFUME ATOMIZERS
• CONIB-BRUSH SETS
R SIXTH BIRTHDAY
attended the McMurrv-Browder
_
la
Little Jimmy Mathenv was wedding at Mt. Zion church near.
i complimented on his sixth birth- Union City last Thursday.
V
Mrs. Harvey Pewitt is ill with
A day Sunday afternoon, Decernber
Gift Box Candies by Nunnaly, Pangburn
A 5, with a party given by his tonsilitis.
lt mother, Mrs. James Matheny. . Mr. and hits. Rupert Brov:cier.
and Belle Camp
V
A
Games and contests were en - , George anal Richard Browder
V
a ioyed during the afternoon. spent Sunday with 'Mr. and Mrs.
g ‹hirley Voyles- and Jimmy Ma- Herman Easley and farhily near 0
Wingo. Ks•
lt theny won the prizes.
4
4
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Ba.rd and
g
Following theeilnes each lit0
Mr.
and
Mrs.
thpn
Bard
spent
r.
,),
guest WAS s
d ice cream,
4
0
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Er- 4
g cake and candy. .,
"Hundreds of Gifts in Good Taste"
g The guest list included Joe win Bard.
V
R Bennett, Eddie Bennett, Janice Sunday visitor of Mr,. and 0
4'6 LAKE ST.
PHONE 160
WE DELIVER
Mrs. Hillman Collier and family V
a
Dew,
Polly
Dew,
Patsy
June
3
R Brown, Shirley Voyles and the were Mrs. Bettie Williams of
s'sSansnastaxilinarznss-rastansotasnas
Gloria near Dukedont...______tssastassmamissinastasiasumatsaammi honoree's little sister,
Kat

sa st(

nice ,;

t.
P,-T.A. BAZAAR SATURTDAY
The Terry-Ncrman
P.-T.A.
have a Bazaar and Foou
sale Saturday morning,at the if
K.U. office on Lake street, from
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The money thus raised is to • it
pay for music for the children,'y
i
as- there isn't a music teacher at .*
Terry-Norman The P.-T.A.• has . l
e
made arrangements for a lady to
come in once a week and give ,
music to all the children in Ter- V
ry-Norman and the money obtained from this food sale v:::!
help pay for this music.

A
A

4it:Oliris14

Page
na tta fa(sa
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1

Matching colors, towel sets in
azure blue, buttercup, rose dawn,
green spray and peach

$1.98 to $3.95
Chenille Bath Sets,_ 2
pieces, ____ $1.98, $2.98
•
V Pillow
Case Sets, boxed;
N V
whites and colors
$2.89, $2.98
it I V

POLLY YATES

ne Largest Stocks in West Kentucky
Street Extended (Near

448 LAkt ST.

the Underpass) Fulton,Zentucky

FULTON
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Fulton, Kentucky
The Fulton County News,

ilhouettes al ifaas aw've me'

S

LENNOX

today's
While we have not met
pass
cannot
we
lity,
persona
Silhouette
of
story
nt
excelle
the
up reprinting
Elvis Stahr,
Fulton County's OW11
in the
which appeared last Sunday
Louisville Courier Journal.

OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired

For Prcir.r.t Service Phone

502

SMAILMAN TIN SHOP
Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street

,- T 'aa a aa •••

MMINWINIEW

YGU CAN'T AFFORD TO WONDER
to disMake it a conscious act
imconnect your electric iron
will
It
it.
using
mediately after
may
save you lots of worry and
home
prevent the loss of your

o0
Taa

by fire.

ATKINS, HOLMAN AND FIELDS
INSURANCE AGENCY
208 Main

FULTON

.:'
0,
.",

anilam•

,-,,,
0.,,
,!IL'''',0
le

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street

Phone 201

F:PERIEN.TED CLE;_:::ERS WITH A
MODERN CLEANING PLANT.
We Clean all types of seed

GRINDING AND MIXING
OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
We are in the market for

DRY YELLOW CORN
Wire Fencing
Feetilizers •
Authorized Dealers For
SURGE MILKING MACHINES

Feeds

and SELL all kinds of feeds and seeds

A.C. BUTTS & SONS
East State Line, Fulton

Phone 202-J

y
Listen to our Gospel Song .proaram over IVENK, Monda
thru Friday, 7:15 p.`ina Sundays, 8:30 a. m.

Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

With the openiR
ing season hunte
families all over I
be exabsed to the
ger of tularemia.
Tularemia. also k
bit fever," appeal
in Kentucky durin

CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
MICRO-DYaiAMETER

DR. F. D. PHILLIPS
Palmer Graduate
Chiropractor

X-RAY

Phone 1525 I

Fulton, Ky.

22,2 Lake St.
e

Friendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tire&
Greasing. — Washing

C

A

lifs* INPS.

Enjoy good
ception these
try evening
next three m
oui expert s
partment rer
ty parts an
your set to
condition.

Let us clean your radiator witb
our NEW, amazing process.

COLEMAN SERV.STA.
Dukedom

hictm ay

Phone 68

Prompt att
PHONE

CI1
Electr
205 Comme

ST Wi WELL-SUITED

FRIDA V

-

Double I

ba k f rein
oar suit comes
garment
,Lach t me y
new
a
taking
PARISIAN, its like
and
fresh
feels
, Fabric
are
off the hanger
fit
and
style
touch—
springy to the
press.
maned by perfect

.101

*OW VI

HUTTON • REYN

e1n

Added Cs

PARISIAN

sc N.

MON

Dry CIeaners

I atiiitiry
L1•4

R

A

V
V
V

thorough ;
w Bring your car in and let us give it a
A
change-over for the cold days ahead.
A
0
• CHANGE OIL
* DRAIN and CLEAN 'THE RADIATOR
• CHECK BATTERY
4
• FILL UP WITH GOOD GULF GAS

MMUS likilli.1114
• •••••••• M0l 1.10,11•11

Fox News a
"WINTER D
WEDNESDAT

1

;1

POLSGROVE
4
;4

Mayfield

NOS7$MPSMC7V IV NOG

,.^.

Serv!ce
Station

Fult()n, Ky.

Highway
,s

n

Cox News; Fix

n P.; ytiopmaratment

FRIDAY -

a()HNNY 114A
CDR'

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

rif4
A G,v,
For drinks that sing with flavor, rustle up some of that
Bond & Lillard brcrnd! It's
the companionable 93 proof
whiskey from Kentucky'

o•Afft-T

-Uniformly Fine
Since 1869-

s<t• •

la•,
ta14

93

KENTUCKY WHISKEY-A BLENR
NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CORP.. NEW YORK. N 'fa

DRIVE-IN CAFE
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE-COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS

FIGHTIN!

ICE COLD BEER

EACH I

(Formerly C & E Sandwich Shop)

CoMPAN'trot

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
RUM
LIQUER
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

By Following

.
.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
;
.„
!I wiNTERIzE yOuR CAu
.
.
,
.,.
.
:
W
O
N
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PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

MOLASSES ADDED IF YOU WISH

Y

1

regarding acre. Thee a:v.: iT enneth Walkinformation
I plete
Hazel Maqualifications necessary for corn er, 135.2 bushels; illy
Mathis.
, peting may be aecured from tho this, 100.8 bushels; Carl
; local Employment Security of- 129.6 bushels ana Harold Mathis.
•
Ca.I 1.11-this was
'fices, or by writing to the per- 123 bushels.
I
the county champion
,sonnel examination supervisor. selected as
, explainer'
107 New State Office Bldg., in the corn project
Richard G. Foy, assistant county
a.ankfort.
lepecause of the good pracApplicants will be notified of , agent,
Dec:inter 31 ane been anin growing corn and
used
tices
which
nounced by Jame.; w. Jewell, the date of ea_minations
the soil, and the fine
ving
conser
at
area
:upervisar will be held for this
State Mera System ,
he kept.
records
,
as the deadline for f ing appli- Mayfield.
cations to take the 1949 examinations covering 30 types of pro- 4-H'ERS STEP UP
Our nature is inseparable from
fessional and clerical jobs in the CORN PRODUCTION
desir,.s. and the very word destate government. The examihe craving for something
Karr 4-H club boys in Graves sire—t
nations are to establish registers
that our
corn not possessed—implies
the
d
entere
who
county
posis
for
worker
ed
te.
of qualifi
of present felicity is not comple
tions in the divisions of Child derby contest made yields
r:
bushels each per
Welfare, Employment Service, ' mire than
Public Assistance and Unemployment Insurance.
These positions offer permanent tenure, annual leave, and
sick leave with pay.
Fulton, Kentucky
Carr and Third Streets
Examinations are being offerns:
positio
ea for the following
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
Clerk and stenographer; statisticma
s
busines
men;
:an and drafts
PHONE 7
maintenance
operator;
chine
WALTER VOELPEL
BEAK
vvorker
e
HORN
welfar
n;
child
PAUL
forema
Licensed Funeral
l
Funera
and
d
worker
field
Licease
ant;
consult
and
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
field iaveatigator; accountant:
MRS. J. C. YATES
representative:
:nformatIonaT
Lady Assistant
farm placement supervisor; supervisor industrial service; and
Contract Funeral Home
for
employment counselor. Salaries
BURIAL ASS'N.
range from $1440 to $3900, in the
KENTUCKY Ft1NERAL DIRECTORS
various jobs.
Application blanks with com-

GOOD JOBS OPEN
'IN STATE OFFICES
EXAMS TO BE SOON

Prevent Tula]

KEEP SMILING
PHILLIPS'

aERIC

SEED CLEANING

`.7._?

e high"
ng student to winner of the stat
s
of the Amerischool essay contest and winner
can Legiap school award.
he reAfter the university, from which
and Oxford,
degree,
arts
of
r
bachelo
his
ceived
a of arts
from whith he received the bachel
r of civil law and
La jurisprudence, the bachelo
the New
the master of arts degrees, he joined
Williams and
York law firm of aludge, Stern,
in the
Tucker. He spent more than five years
from the
Army during World Wer II, going in
October. 1941,
reserve as a seliond lieatenant in
ktnd being discharged as an infantry lieutenant
colonel in March, 1946.
prinStaar served ec erseas for 26 months,
in China.
cipailv as a combat liaison officer
of a
Stahr, who speaks with just enough
Fulton
Southcrn accent to spot hint as a
U.K. law
eounty. native right off, joined the
te profaculay in june, 1947, aa 'an associa
college
fessor. He was elevated to dean of the
ding
at the staia of this fall semester, succee
Ea.E.vans. who reached the 70-year-old
retirement _age after 21 years as -head- cifalha

fiddle instead
If he'd taken up with the
a kid. they
was
he
when
books
qf the text
a child
Stahr
Elvis
called
have
probably would
prodigy.
tarmally as
As'it was, Stahr, known more
to the books and
stuck
Jr.,
Sadly,
Jacob
Elvisin his present
wound up at the age of 32
ity of KenUnivers
the
of
daan
as
y
capacit
st fully
younge
the
is
He
I.aw.
of
tacky College
law school
appointed dean of an accredited
in the land.
proves, among °trier things,
All of
Stahr, it
that study pays. In: the case of
scholastic
gained for him practically eaery
School, his
honor offered at Hickman High
y,- where
Iitane,-and he University of Kentuck
him a
he was graduated in 1936. It also gained
.school.
Rhodes Scholarship to Oxford University.
Although, as stated previously, he's the
Herman L. Donovan, president of U.
st fully appointed dean of an accredited
Ey
younge
perfec
on
situati
the
up
d
summe
probably
in the U.S. at present, Stahr isn't
college
of
law
ard
the•Bo
to
name
his
ting
when, in submit
man ever to head a law school.
st
younge
the
said:
he
dean,
Trustees as new
ns was dean of the Yale Law
Hutchi
M.
Robert
in
public
t
studen
a
as
"His (Stahr's) career
of 29, while Wayne Morse,
age
the
at
College
ity
Univers
school, the university and Oxford
. headed the University of
senator
U.S.
a
now
"
reads like the biography of a genius.
he was 30.
when
school
Coaegon
d
Stahr, a tall. thin, pleasant fellow, finishe
While he has a lot of plans for the future,
his, span at U.K. with a scholastic average of
Stahr isn't preaariag to turn the law school
3, meaning all grades of "A." It was the highest
ups'de down and bring on a lot
of
te
gradua
a
by
made
ever
fact,
in
e,
averag
ng changes. At least not right now.
startli
of
n
Sulliva
the
won
he
n,
additio
In
the school.
But he hopes eventually to rearganize many
Medallion for the outstanding graduate of his
of the courses.'
,
Award
tic
Scholas
l
year, Balfour Nationa
-.Aft( e all.- he said, "the whole legal world
Rhodes Scholarship, ancl membership in Phi
ferm,.1`1t and I want to take advantage
:it
men's
Beta Krppa and Omicron Delta Kappa,
df new ideas that are worth trying.
leadership fraternity. His diplomas from. Ox-Already we have made a few changea.
ford are inscribed "witliTionors."
This fail WC spent the first two days with that
However, don't get the idea that Stahr, for
giv;ng it a sait of orientation course.
n
all his academic loving cups. waa-aor is—the
W. plan more law convocations in the future,
type who spent so much time with a book in
oetstanding speakers as guests. We hope
front of his nose it looked like standard equip.ove our relations with alai. alumni. We
mi.A
r
acrricula
,
extracu
ment. His outside strictly
with rrany graduates and we hope
centact
of
as
those
ua
complishments, were as numero
them soon.
blish
re-esta
to
an entirely academic nature. ,He was a mem—
"Then. t.09. WC plan to expand the use of
ber of the university varsity tennis team for
practic,.. court where studenls actually
ct
three years, being captain his last year: he
a judge and jury. Incawas cadet colonel of the uiiiversity R.O.T.C. Lrgue CaS ?.$ before
We are told that Kentucky was one
regiment, president of the senior class, presi. .dentally,
of the first—if not the first—law colleges to
dent of Sigma Chi social fraternity, a member
make a practice court an integral part of the
of the varsity debating teem, a member of the
ulum.
curric
ral
ity
oratori
and
univers
t
ture
studen legisla
"We are tightening our scholaaic requirechampion.
ments." ae cc:tat-wed. "tor entei irg and re
Stahr was born in 1916 at Hickman, where
g :n ti , • a_aeol.
raaaan
his father now is circuit judge, and was gradmarlly interested in turning out airge numbers
uated from high school there in 1932 with
lawyera,
gradtp.tcs. but in tcrning' •
about every honor,. academic and otherwise,
: "
in sight, ranging from a medal as the out- ca.:al:fed fully far the profess

or Replaced
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired
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65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

By the Case
By the Bottle
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
ar-B Q by Leek Woods
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street

Comedy

SUNDAY

ALAN LAD:

BEY01
Cartoon

TUE. - V

Dotal
JAMES CA

BORIS KA1

TRA!
GRI
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The director stated that COrl•
qtiestions by Conservation Officers who seek to determine servation Officers have been in-their identity. The owner of a structed to be courteous in carfarm in Kentucky who'has resid- lying out their duties and in reed in another state for more than turn expect like treatment from
one year and is not legal resi- the hunters He stated that the
dent of Kentucky, is required to officers receive cooperation Inge.
have a non-resident hunting li98 per cent of the hunters, but
cense before he may hunt oti his
it is the other two per cent who
d,
property, the director explaine
presist in threatening and intly
who
of
propert
while the owner
midating the Conservation Of.
his
on
not
but
ucky
lives irtKent
. Mr. Walfarm may legally hunt on his ficers or their deputies
declared that unless interland without license. However, lace
is
in all of the above instances, Mr. ference by this two per cent
Wallace, said, the hunters must halted the Conservation Meinstructed to use force
comply with the regulations of , ers will be
the Game and Fish statutes and ' in making inspections of limnsmust not hunt out of season. , es and arrests.
•

•

; son engaged in any activity
! where a license is required un,
der this Chapter."
I
"This makes' Pi clear," the di'
ation
I
of
the
Conserv
Officer
"A
.
"That a ConDr. Paul G. Hanson, .30, 44-.
40.1:41 Division of Game and Fish has I rector declared,
With the opening of the huntmay call on a
osteoing season hunters and their [ a Cleveland,. Ohio, found
right to enter upon the I servation Officer
legal
a
physician, was
I hunter at. any place to produce
parson
of
any
y
or
property
farm
Kentuck
over
all
families
dead in his car one day
•
11 I
1
.. If, to call for and Inspect the li_ his licenses."
be exrfosed to the very real dan- last winter after a hunting
g tp recent intim"referrin
In
,
"
,
Earl
NIA
Wallace
Of
hunters,
censes
•
showed
,ation
Investig
trip.
n
I
ger of tularemia. ,
hunters
.,4-c,,- Director of the Division, declared dations of officers by
that Hanson, after he had '
411$
Tularemia. also known as "rab- finished hunting, got into 'IL
today. His announcement was Mr. Wallace cited subsection 3,
bit fever," appears most often [ his ear and put his "(mmade in answer to questions by 150.090; -of- the statutes which
in Kentucky during the hunting loaded" gun beside him.
inquired [ says: "No person shall resist or
owners who
farm
When it discharged the
whether Conservation Officers obstruct or interfere with or
the
in
him
bullet struck
have legal right to enter upon or threaten or attempt to intimidate
_2_
7
;
face.
crr in any other manner inter_
trespass on their property.
In many states it is un'in the dis-.::;e0"
Mr. Wallace pointed out that a ,t•fere with any officer under prolawful to carry a loaded :
.0'4-4. to'
gun in a car. For your own
ation Offic- [ charge of his duties
of
-a
powers
Conserv
National
this
to
e
subscrib
of this chapter."
safety and the safety of your companion,
betore entering any car er are similar tb those of a sher- vision
Rifle Association- rule—Unload your gun
Peualty for the violation of
so no one can doubt iff or his dept.-flies in entering
open
"action"
the
leave
Then,
.
in
or building
property-to fulifill his sworn this subsection is set out
the gun safe.
prevent it from duties, and further pointed out Section 3 of 150.990. KRS which
The mechanical "safety" on a gun will usually
break;
violates
Safeties. can
that a Conservation Officer is ' states: "Any person Who
firing when turned on "Safe"—but not always.
moving feet in a car
subsecthey can lie moved to the "Fire" position bygun with action open vested with power to deputize any of the provisions of
d
fined
be
unloade
or by children in the home. An
.help in the carrying out of his tion 3 of 150.090 shall
than
more
$25 nor
than
is the safest of all.
less
'
not
ons.
ment
regulati
law
a
enforce
when
only
fire
To Be Held
Your gun should be loaded and ready to
imprisoned for not more
or
$200
on
subsecti
cited
director
The
shot is anticipated.
months or both."
six
than
y
of
Kentuck
150.090
chapter
of
re2
Enjoy good radio
•
Mr. Wallace pinted out that a
in- treatment of tularemia if it is Revises Statutes which states: •
ception these cold win- season. This would seem tomost
ciWnef or member§ of his
farm
and
othvation
its
Officers
in
"Conser
reached by the, doctor
dicate that the person
who live on the farm or
family
en!
with
th6
charged
er
officers
try evenings of the frequent
ly exposed is the hunter early stages.
lessee of the farm
resident
a
'
of
this
nt
chapter
b(Game
forceme
this_pro
call
Beginning at 11:00 A. M.
to
next three months. Let or-the inember of his fathily who In an effort
that property withon
hunt
may
the
-Fish
shall
have
laws)
many
and
as
of
n
attentio
lem to the
Sinc-e
Itille
that
he
but
rabbits
dethe
license,
yitecleans
etre expert -sei
, the State De- authority to call for and inspect out a hunting
AT WHAT IS KNOWN AS THE LEE BOYD
_cases_are reported 'among people as possible
they--ar-e-At all- times_aubjet t
of
any
badge
per--or
license
-the
-this
year
-has,
of
'Health
t
partmen
partment replaee faul- _more
women than among men, iire
FARM, ONE MILE EAST OF WATER VALLEY
prepared cards warning of the ----•
,ty parts and restore may infer that infection most
cards
The
a.
of
tularemi
danger
and
ON THE WATER VALLEY AND PILOT OAK
occurs in the cleaning
your set to first-lass often
give five simple precautions to
dressing of the carcass in,prepROAD NEAR FELICIANA.
observe in the hunting. and
condition.
aration for cooking. The blood
They
rabbits.
wild
of
g
handlin
contains
4 Good Milk Cows
of die dikased animal
are:
Prompt attention!
germs which enter the human
your rabbits on the
Shoot
1.
3 Sows with Pigs
or
s
scratche
small
body through
PHONE 4-0-1
run. A lazy rabbit may be a sick
cuts on or about the hands. Less
1 Male Hog
frequently, the germs gain entry rabbit,
handle a rabbit found
2.
Never
of
way
Farming Tools
by
Some
ream
bloodst
tci the
dead, or brought in by a dog or
the mouth when poorly cooked
e Suite
Dinett
cat.
meat of infected rabbits is eaten.
3. Always wear rubber gloves
Plate
Hoi
For this reason it is absolutely
dressing a rabbit.
necessary that.the meat be cook- when
Oil Stove
4. If the internal organs of The
, ti slowly and thoroughly, so that
rabllit show 'small white spots,
no trace of blood or red meat
ic Refrigerator
Electr
it away. It rimy be infectmains. Pro,per cooking an dsuf- throw
ed.
any
Rugs
ticient heat will destroy
5. Cook rabbits thortnighly so
germs present.
Kitchen Cabinet
that no red meat or blood reStatistics furnished by the mains. Cooking destroys germs.
Two Milk Cans and Strainer
State Department of Health, show
that over a ten year period, the
Lawn Mower
JAMES A. LONG
average number of reported casServices were held Monday at
es per year in Kentucky was
LOTS OF OTHER THINGS TOO NUMEROUS
for
- SATURDAY
found to bp 72. Three of the cases Dukedom Methodist church
FRIDA
found
was
TO MENTION
who
in
Long,
A.
resulted
Jsmes
reported for 1947
Double Feature
dead in bed Sunday morning at
death.
his daughter, Mrs.
The only sure way to combat the home of
/OlCI
JAMS
Dawson
of
it. If Clyde Johnson
prevent
to
is
disease
this
•
HUTTON • REYNOLDS PAIGE
Rev. Bonnie Stroup
t.veryone who handleuwild rab- Springs. The
CHARLES W. BURROW, Auctioneer
Burial under direction
bits is thorough' and conscient- officiated.
Home
Funeral
Bros.
Jackson
of
simple
tious in following a few
ACAVCCACCACI
was in Williams
-PCMCCOMC
etCtg'_-tVVVVV-CV-T,t
rules for avoidance of infection, of Dukedom,
le, Ky. E-tCtVVVVVVC;t
Boydsvil
near
y
cemeter
drop
ial
substant
a
plus
we may see
He had lived
in the number of cases this year. Mr. Long was 92.
cause for most of his life in Auatin Springs
lf, however. thete
Long leaves two
the slightest suspicion that the community. Mr.
Long of Fulton and
lisease may have been contract- sons, Dennis.
Ga.; and two
:.ct. the family physician should Whit Long of Pike,
is, Mrs. Ethel Cebb
oe called at once. He will be ether daughter
d anci Mrs. Flaudie
able to confirm his diagnosis by of Mayfiel
Added Cartoon
Fultom - 113 grandchilleans of blood tests, 'and there Wheeler of
ul dren and 15 great grandchildren.
suciessf
of
chance
more
s
.
1:,̀
It
SUN, - MON.
V4--t.C-CP-C,C-1.1
721,!--ttrriCtigIF ITS NEIV, DOTTY HAS IT
N
WYMA
lane
"
Lew AYRES
Gives Trespass
Carry Only Empty Guns Taken Down or With The Law
s To Wardens
Right
!
Action Open Into Your Auto, Camp or Home

Prevent Tularemia
By Following Rules

,A,;„ ipathic

4

Ir-z

PUBLIC SALE

Wednesday, Dec. 15 1948

In Stock Again! -

CEMENT .... $1.00
KOSMORTAR ...95c

CITY
ElectricCo.
205 Commercial Ave.

KRAMER LUMBER CO.

FULTON

PHONE 96

501 Walnut St.

Fulton

MRS. EVELYN SMILEY, OWNER

WILLFLIVER

(14

Gift Slippers

Charles Elseallori
•••••••• roc novo

Fox News and Cartoon
"WINTER DRAWS ON"
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

t)tr Christina.s Lights
;Pressure cookers and canners
w Eureka vacuum cleaners
to make Her
Washing machines
ly
"Sonto-mentar
if Baby washing machines
over You
f. Electric heaters
-m
4
Electric heating pads
• Popcorn poppers
V Refrigerators and Electric Stoves
Doemeyer electric mixers
Waffle irons
ii,1̀ Sandwich toasters
HOME Freezers
"Stearn-O-Matic" irons
-11 Eureka cordless irons
5
9
$3
at
Electric clacks for every room
s
Value
• Door chimes

p

FORD
IVILYN

KEYES

t,
For 1%Tws; Football Highligh

Wonderful

FOR SPORTSMEN

FOR THE HOME

4

Hunting coats and pants
Decoys

Shell vests

Shotguns

Shotgun shells

Casting rods and reels
Fly rods and reels
Fishing plugs and flies
G-olf hags

Golf clubs

Golf Balls

Tackle boxes
Hunting knives

Compasses
Gun cases

"Champicn" outboard motors
Sportsmen's charcoal stoves
Duck calls

Hawk calls

Crow calls

FRIDAY - SATURDAY
JOHNNY MACK BROWN
CHRISTINE LARSON
in

FOR BOYS & GIRLS

FIGHTING RANGER
Comedy and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY

_

ALAN LADD
DONNA REEI)

BEYOND GLORY

Give hei ct,mfor1 th ,S
strfis
Christmat,! Slides, ‘

Cartoon and MusicaI

and mules in exquisite

TUE. - WED. - THURS.

pastels..pink, blue. peac'i
and white...in snug

Double Feature
JAMES CAGNEY
GEORGE RALPH

lamb's wool sllearlinp..
Petti•Point and tut:roils

EACH DAWN I DIE
plus
BORIS KARLOIFF
ANNE GWYNN':

TRACY MEETS
GRUESOME

rayrn satin.

"Dream World" dolls
Metal rocking chairs
Toy electric irons
Baseball gloves and mitts
r _ Basketball shoes
• Bazketball and footballs
241 Cap pistols
Bz.sketballs knee pad.s
/ Pocket knives
Mechanical trucks
Schwinn Bikes for Lays and girls

Auti Aop
INC.

RADIOS
Stewart Warner Consoles, FM and AM
with record players
General Electric Radios and record players
Kitchen radios, with and without clocks
"Smokeretts" radios for den or office
Record players
Fads gift radios in red, white, green and
mahogany
Motorola Radios anc". Record Players
COMPLETE LINE OF ALL RADIO PARTS
AND REPAIRS.

i/CrtYCLECTRIC&TIRE COMPANY
.J

PHONE 401

205 COMMERCIAL AVE.

2=XXIklidhlat2hZik

°UR WINIX)WS DZAZikatottad17.1

fitkairikDailtDdsm:

0041143224
.aDatiA,ZeilinellaiStilfilaat)014100471011001)054471010
•
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to save the game animals and

have return
41141411.1141444~K4444+11.4114.114, Choate of Jackson
visit
hearts and flowers
ed to their home after a
by
with theJ. W. Colemans on Jack
son street.
LATANF
CIA
PATRI
thei
d
attende
G. A. Thomas
n I
Christmas parade in Jackso
.last Friday.
Sarrett
By Alice Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Tommas
areimodoo•••••4••••••••••+.1,4
week
and daughter spent the
Douglas Dear Patricia;
Mr. and Mrii. Willie Haley and end with Mr. and Mrs.
yuu
I am writing you in hopes
children spent last Sunday with Smith.
have lost a set
I
Mr.
me.
and
help
can
Reaves
Mrs. Callie
llke
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Smith.
Coleman and chil- I 'of keys, which I sv)rtild
Mrs. T. IS Clark and Mrs. C.B. and Mrs. J. W.
find. Can you help
to
much
very
I
dim
immoitu
imegoun
J.S.B.
glatilksatashatszsasszanageargisgeggisgeetsaassmo
0,1 me?
1.1lly Dear J.S.B.
Those keys are a set of 4 on
a key ring and they are in the
front seat of your car under the
'1 seat

Roundhouse
Round-Up

1

Christmas _ _ _ and it's
Gift Time at Kirkland's

rfr,r.frr
OF T

a
a

'a

all out oarsmen

)u
•6a9-ef'z'''

Still, therh is another - import:int conservation idea that often
overlooked and tthat is the use
of a dog on each trip afield. As
it often has been said, "Use a
Dog; Get that Cripple!"

By JIM MITCHELL

and
-Shorter gunning seasons
comreduced bag limits are the
corrmon methods employed- last
to
servation agencies in efforts
control the pressure on our wildlife resources. No one questions
that these controls do play a part
in controlling game populations.
And sportsmen who obey all the
j rules and regulation are partici, pating in the overall program

, Dear Patricia;
in
s: I am a girl, 17 years old am
;Wove with a boy, and I would
he
I like for you 'to tell me if
* loves me? Why does he clways
have someone with him when
P.M.
it I he comes to see me?
Kr' Dear P. M;
This boy isn't in love with
g
g you. He likes you well enough,
g but he isn't in love with anyg one. The reason there is always
g someone with him is he doesn't
g—like -to be -with- you alone _as
g ! act a little wild and he isn't use .
g ! to being around anYone quite
g ! bold as you are.

The number of rabbits or
quail or pheasant§ that are harvested each seasoh by hunters is
not the number of birds or animals that go into the game bag
but the mumber that is shot. And
without a dog to retrieve, the
losses in cripples and unretrieved dead birds is staggering.
We know actual cores of
pheasant hunters without dogs
leaving more than 70 per cent
of the birds they shot unretriev-

ed. Waterfowl gunners, too, show
pheasants and only find two or
eight ducks and only retrieve
four.. you've actually harvested
twice your limit. Game populalations can't stand that type of
hunting. .
Just compare those figures
with the losses shown by hunters
using dogs. A 10 per cent loss
is high, and we've' known hunters to go an entire season without the loss of a single bird. Of
course, that is the sxcePtion and
they had remarkable dogs.
Frankly, it is better to hunt
with a well-trained and wellbred dog for, usually, the dogs in
this class are the best game-savers. Yet we've seen six-monthold pups find crippled bobwhites,

outrun a fast ringneck downed
by a wing shot or- outswim a big
mallard making a' dash for ti.c.
weeds.
Also the bread of dog mot always .43 important. Naturally.
some breeds are better suited to
certain tasks and it is an advantage to use them in their
specialities. But we know of
collies that work well on ringnecks and beagle hounds that
will retrieve quail.

.

As the evenings grow longer
and cooler, it is time to plan for
the Thanksgiying and Christrnss
season.
Sweetpotato growers can do a
better job of selecting seed potatoes 'at digging time than at
bedding time, specialists say.
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• ULTON, KENTUCKY

a

pened

Dear Miss tatane;
I am a lonely woman and
NI would like very much' to have
It I someone to talk to. Can you tell
it me how to make a few friends
g„ and someone I can trust, I Mee
got to go to the hospital in a
g few days and I dread it. Can
you tell me if anything will happen to me while I'm there? L.G
Dear L. G.
Your husband doesn't want
you to have friends; he ,is afraid
youwill find out too much if you
do. You have friends here, if you
would call,on thern and be more
friendly. No, you will be alright
and the baby will be healthy.
You will be much more happier
after the baby arrives then you
are now. You will also find you's
husband a changed man.

g

a

•
•

Viwaei7

MP

Nothing could malce a lovelier Gift at ChristI mas than a gift of Jewelry from this store. We
have a fine selection of Jewelry and other nice
gift items that will make your search easier.

/
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a

thyisacnia
vain 1
the w
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atked
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a
a
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a

Our Entire Stock of

a

REGULAR $795 A„$895

We invite you to visit our store and make your
selections now.
A

dren attended the Christmas parade in Jackson lashFriday nite.
A. G. Kann of Chicago, general
A supt. of equipment, was in Fulton Wednesday.
J. W. Martin, master mechanic
USE OUR CONVENIENT LAY-AWAY PLAN
of Jackson was in Fulton Wednesday.
• Mrs. Harry Reaves, Mr. and
a Mrs
J., W. Coleman and daughspent- the day in PaA ter Alice
ducah shopping last Saturday.
Wallace and Mrs.
A Mrs. Wilmer spent
Saturday in
Douglas Smith
Mayfield shopping.
Hugh Howell of Jackson wain Fulton working this week.
Traveling engineers, Trafford
Fulton. Ky.
and Brown were in Fulton TuesMain Street
day.
Car Inspector A. N. (Pat) MaeM61/111111911111191011112.311001311171031F7/311211X71$7
theny is in the I.G. Hospital at
Chicago. We hope he is soon well
arid back on the job.
Lets all remember our friends
with a card or flowers when they
are in the hospital.
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Give
Shoes
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MEN'S SHOES
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"Could you donate something
to the Old Ladies Home?" asked
che solicitor of the man who
- ame to the door.
s
reply
was the
"You bet!"
"The old ladies home can have
my mother-in-law."
Let's don't forget it Christmw
/tat to load ourself down with
packages. Make it a rule. wheth-Rr your're working or shopping.
to, limit your loallssto what you
an handle safely, with clear vis.on in all directions.
Lets don't forget Friday nth
is Bingo nite. $2 for first prize.
$1 for the next 8 games and Flt•
'or the last game.

fit nero:
strange
.til: ur

Now

wiTS
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Men: Here's a real ahoe value: Actual 17.95 and
68.95 shoee for this new. lois- price. Dress oxfords
in kip and elk leather, in cap, plain moccasin and
fancy toe styles. These all have top quality kip and
elk leather uppers..bal and blucher vamps, full
lined, full ieather innoles and •11 Goodyear welt
leather and rubber soles anti heels. In sizes from
s!
lite IL Shop our stere for thee/ real shoe bargain

MEN'S $6.95 DRESS OXFORDS

.
.
No

500

n.
Here's another good bargain: In plain. moccasi
kip
cap and fancy toe style with sturdy ilk and
leather uppers. full lined, with leather and rubber
Goodyear welt soles and rubber heels. Not all
sizes in each style, though. Sizes,6t012."

uPli
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KR'S, BOYS' $4.95 OXFORDS

sRtehaec:

Now .

,$400

ri ngt
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e
Selected group of oxfords for men and teen-ag
lined,
boys. Moccasin toe style of elk leather, full
(ork
blocher ,amps with outer hrown rubber and
tombination stitched soles and rubber heels. Sires
6 to 12.
ticiirht
f
'

Beech(
H.-C. Campbell of Perry county ma:kets about 50 dozen eggs
c -it in Hazard.

SADDLE OXFORDS

BOYS' OXFORDS

$398

WALLPAPERS OF

Tough, Rugged

WORK SHOES
for Men and Boys

Three styles;. plain, moccasin and
wing tip, made of quality elk leather with rubber ,110IPIR and heel.. In
sizes from 21/i to 6. Make swell
school or dress shoes. They're good
luoking and comfortable.

Tbe RAMBLER ... a French Toe shoe

$398

with a brilliant finish that makes calfskin shine like patent leather. In brown
rar black- Complete range of sizes.

BERT'S SHOE STORE
217T Main St.

PalalAl
adaies,
FAII-PRICED
GUARANTEED... WALLIAMS

Fulton Paint
and Glass Co.
210 Church

Mine 909

and
For boys and girls! For dress and
school, in moccasin, plain sefront
fancy toe styles. Made
eouble
Iscled elk leather. full lined. sie
stitched ‘‘ith no-mark soles
al
12
to
heels. Sizes from
12rA to D.

Fulton

$398

All
A

For Mother, Sister and little los!
Moccasin and plain toe style, just
the thing for echoed, work or play.
Good quality elk leather uppers
with white or brown ruhber soles
and heels. In sizes from 4 to 10
and It and C widths.

DI

GIFT SLIPPERS
"sts.*se to 12 $139 to$495

NI-TOPS, OXFORDS

Anti here's a Florsheitn "Best Buy:"

t 111.1.
n ciE
traord
t!)e tr
es —M

Men's and boys' st)les made just
•Iike: All good quality split leather
uppers with bradded blucher vamps
alip mid-sole sith outer ruband
ber soles and heels. Men's sizes from
6 to 12 end bo)3' plies from I to 6.
Plain tiie style only ... this makes a
swell wor.t shoe, but gives you long
oe.ir and solid Lomfort, too.

WOME'N'S
Sizee 4 to9

$129,„$298

CHILDREN'S
Sizes 7 to 12. $119
121 2 to 2

s

98

Selected group of styles and colors
to ch000e from. Made of felt, Wee), leather, quilted and combination uppers with cushion and combination 'soles and heels. Best
quality slippers, for the peke, that
we've had in years. Come in and
Wert yours lushly!

1
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....,Nyhen, in 1934, the John Vogels, just out of Moody Bible Institute, invaded the mountains
of Whitley county, Kentucky,
their worldly possessions consisted of a small trunk full of
clothes and $20 in cash. There
was a three-year-old daughter,
Gladys, a considerable responsib.litv for a family i.vith only $20,
no friends, no place to live. At
that time their ambition was,to
save souls.
They found shelter in a oneroom log cabin with a leaky
roof. which they rented for $2.50
a month. Preaching wherever he
audience,
an
attract
could
Preacher Vogel. as -the natives
confithe
call him, soon gained
dence of the mountain people,
which he strengthened by distributing used clothing _La_
rieedy-garments sent by people in John's horne town, Oaklawn, Ill. Then sornCthing happened to chanie the future of
the Vogels. Over in Knox county an irate father killed a young
-clan he believed had betrayed
his daughter. It turned out that
the wrong man was shot. Soon
afterwards the father of the baby
asked Preacher Vogel to help
him rescue it from the mother
whom the unwed father accused
of neglecting it. Vogel and the
young tnan found the mother
unguarded by her father, and
'Volt the chikl. The father, unable to provide a home for it,
loft the baby with the Vogels.
'hat incident marked the be
:ing of what is now called
Galilean Chilerf!n's Home,
'
w.-lich does a f.rte ,ob of bringing un 65 children
More childron v.-t-:-t- taken in: phans. waigs unwanted tots- nei near:y every eay brought
now problems. such as rettiru.
food, clothing and additional
house! room.
M!ssionary V,,gel hewed logs
with which t3 build cabins.
,•leared land to grow vegetables,
while Mrs. Vogel kept house and
iooked after the increasing numt.er of waifs. Mountain people
:tared their food with the VogIs V;'hen hogs were slaughtered
..ne carcass was senl to the Vog-1s. jr.‘ta:ots, flour and corn meal
were shared. rut cievite the
gtnerosity of native people and
strangers, food for next week is
!IA: uncertain.
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Hundreds of Joys for
Girls and Boys in

A
A

TOYLAND

0

Yes Sir! Santa Clause has made an advance trip here just to
show all good little boys and girls what he has in store for them
this year. Dolls . . bicycles . . wagons . . furniture . . records
we have hundreds of different things that will bring happiness to your home this year. Visit us NOW .. make your selections NOW .. while our stocks are brimming over with wanted
toys and other gift ideas.

A

it

a
A

it
A
A

X

FOR InTLE BOYS ,
BETSY-WETSY DOLLS $5.95
Magic-skin type doll that sleeps, drinks, wets and bathes.
Comnlete with a whole wardrobe of clothes!

THINGS FOR LITTLE GIRLS
$6.95
"Elsie Gilbert!' 3-face doll
Miniature, real electric irons, with cord__. $2
Miniature washing machines, complete with
$6.50
workable wringer
3 doz. 20c
Clothes pins, for doll clothes

The Vogels insist that the L• ord
will always provide. meaning.
.1 course. that -people witb Godly impulses bring in the things
that are needed. And they don't
solicit a penny from anybody.
Today the'institution is incorporated as the Galilean Chil
dren's Horn.e. It has as many chil!ren as can be sheltered with
the buildings it has. And there
,:re training assistants who help
i.ring up the es children. which
-.vork. of course, includes firstrate elementary schooling.
Readers of this column can do
;is they please about it. but the
Ewing Galloways are going to
ss.nd a Christmas check to the
Galilean Children's Home, Cort in Ky.

50c, $1, $2.98
Kerosene-burning lamps
Dolls that open and close their eyes $1.49; $7.50
__$1.00

Aluminum 10-piece tea sets
Toy metal stoves

_$1.25

Two-piece doll PARLOR SETS (Matching,
__$4.95
upholstered divan and chair)__

USES OF ADVERSITY

"Buildo" construction
$4.95
sets
Automatic cap pistols 75c
Metal 2-propellor air95c
planes
Wooden 3-blade helicop$1.49
tors
1/8 "GI-JOE" machinegun $3
ti Red Metal grocery truck
$1.25
(and groceries)
• Metal mechanical speed
65c
• lacers
c
55
.2
$,16
Tow trucks
• Taxicabs
$1
Tractors
50c
Fire trucks
Durable tractor$3.50
scrapers
TINKERTOY educational wood sets 60e to
$2.49

WHEEL TOYS FOR ALL
Scooters; red and white rubber tires$6.95;10.95
Scooter bikes; belt drive, rubber tires__$19.50
Tot-Cycles; wood wheels, red_____ ___ $1.95
Tot-Cycles; Steel wheels and frame
$4.95
with rubber tires
Scooter-skates metal frame 3 steel wheels$1.95
Trycycles; metal frame, rubber tires $5.95;
$22.95
$9.50
Jet-Mobile "Bomb" wagons; metal
DeLuxe metal wagons; rubber balloon tires
- $21.95 (others $1.95 to $7.95)
Fulton "Thunderbolt" wood wagon; remov$14.50
able sides, rubber tires
$3.50
Metal red wheelbarrows__
Spring-suspended rocking horse__ ____$12.50

-to"'"4

it

is trial that proves one
thin;: weak and another strong. if
A hot:se built on the sand is in
fair weather just as good as if
builded on a rock.---Henry Ward
Beecher.

et)

Extraordinary afflictions arc
4
not always the punishment of ex- '
traordinary sins, but sometimes
the trial of extraordinary graces-Matthew Henry.
'a

itt
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Attention Farmers
1,1!•!

play.
ppers
soles
to 10

V

FOR ALL LITTLE FOLKS

CHILDREN'S MUSK DEPT.

V
V
V

$2.95
Little red rockers, wood,_
Junior roller skates; steel, ball-bearing 2.95
2-piece upholstered divan and chair sets 4.95

Merry-Go-Round electric phonograph
$24,98

V

Dead Stock

V

REMOVED FREE
195

!98
198

In sanitary Trucics. Phone 1bl
collect, Neal Ward Stock Yds.
Fulton, Ky. or, 122 Wingo Ex

!ultrni
,
comBest
, that
and

V
V
V

V

Mayfield Rendering
Company
V
N
7.4ayfield-Fulton Hwy.
1

Real pianos; 1 to 2 octaves____$3.75 to $6.95
- 25e
Five-piece tool sets
$1.69
"Pooch" pop-out dog_
Blackboard sets
"Magic Slate" blackboards

$1.50, $1.95

$1
Donald Duck cameras that take real pictures and use standard No. 27 film____$2.98
Regular size roller skates ball-bearing $4.50
Mechanical Jeep, fun maker
Mechanical wind-up funny tricycles
UKE-A-DOODLE ukeleles
Jack-In-The-13oxes
Toy telephones with real dial
Plastic harmonicas

$2.25
$3.50
89c
$1.85
$1.25
79e

DOZENS of popular children's records including Mother Goose, See-Saw, Night Before
Christmas and other popular favorites.
Children's record albums; standard-size records
. . stock includes such favorites as Rapunzel,
Eick Tracy, Snow White, The Little Red Hen,
Sleeping Beauty, Nursery Rhymes, Mother Goose
anu others

FURNITURE FOR CHILDREN
Rockers and straight chairs in cane,
metal, wood, plain or upholstered
$1.95 to $9
$14.95
Roll-top desk/and chair___
Wood 3-pieee table and 2-chair set 9.95
Leatherette-upholstered hassocks
$3.50

1/1ART1/01
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Billboard
Magazine
G. Maybe You'll
1. Buttons and Bows
Be There
2. On a Slow Boat
China
to
7. 12th Street Rag
3. My Darling,
8. A Little Bird
My Darling
To!d Me
4. A Tree in the
7 - .1r,npiness
Meadow
ln. Hair of Gold;
5. You Were Only
F- ,
f Blue
Foolin'
PT_AYER
PFCORD
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR
Record Racks, Extra Album, Needles. Metal Storage cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 reco,Tbo. LISTEN TO OUR
PROGRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7: P. M Over WNGO for the latest
records.
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P,age 10
Junior Music Club Presents Interesting
Progranz ta Music Lovers at Woman's Club

Ss;MA:SIESA*MN Sig /hrli e4a:

St.
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at
On Tuesday. December 14
meetings of both the West Fulton and Terry-Norman P.-T.A.
groups, Supt. Holland will outline the plan in detail. The
meeting dates of both groups
have been stepped up from December 21.
Highlighting the project will
be an.attempt to-have each home
with a library of its own. The
plan is to be worked out with
the home-room teacher and
home-room mothers.
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Store

oberts

Reading, "A
program:
Before an appreciative au- the
as Letter," Linda Sue
dience of friends and relatives Christm
This well known letter
the members of the Junior Mus- Sams.first appeared in the New
V
that
ic Club presented a well-planned
York Sun in 1897; piano solo,
and inspiring program of seas,on4
at Christmas, Greenwald,
al Miiisic at the- Woman's -Clukrt Chimo Rose Colley; violin solo,
V
Barbara
on Monday nigbt.
e, Braga, Louise
Under the direction of Mrs. Angel's Serenad
Anne
by
k, accompanied
Hendon Wright, spOnsor for the Hancoc vocal solo, The BirthdaY
pimp the young ladies delighted Latta;
of a King, Neidlinger, Amelia
their auchimce With beautiful
, accompanied by Carmen
renditions of both vocal and pi- Parrish
4
Pigue; group singing of Christ: Letters to the Editors
ano numbers. .Leader for the
mas Carols by all members of
evening was Miss Shirley Maxthe Music 'Club; piano solo, Headquarters Recruiting Station
well who preStnted.a well-round2318th ASU
Cradle Song, Brahms, Nancy
ed program of interesting musiOwensboro, Ky.
Wilson; piano duo; Christmas
cal numbers.
, Kohlman, Ann Latta Mr. Paul Westpheling
The following participated in Fantasy McDade.
and Ann
Publisher, The Fulton News
Ky.
Following the program Mrs. Fulton,
•
Wright presented the club pres1- Dear Mr. Westpheling:
I have just received word from 4
denA, Miss Arm liatta.
AU'TO GLASS installed. Fulton the social hour Miris Latta pre- Headquarters, Kentucky Military
210 sided at the tea table, which was District, that our request for the
Paint and Glass Co.,
handsomely covered with a linen helicopter could not be fulfilled.
Church.
You're sure of pleasing everyone when you do your Christmas shopping at ROBERTS STORE.
The reason for not being able
cut-work cloth. Tall tapers burn- Visit every department . and choose from as fine ‘a collection of gifts for big_ folks, little
ing, in--ery-stal eandlelabra east_a. to- meet- -the --request- WAS,-FOR SALE' MY stnre, knoWn
in
critical
on
'Shop"
and
tecepti
ul
the
supply
Beautif
over
limited
"Home
w
to
the
soft-glo
folks and in-betweens as we have ever assembl ed under one roof! Our sensible low prices keep
Hickman, Ky. This store is room, which was appropriately need of such aircraft in rescue
work, we are unable to comply
stocked with DuPoint paints, decorated in the holidag motif.
the Cost-of-giving down!
wallpaper, auto glass and acning were with this request."
the.eve
for
es
Hostess
Your program really sounds
cessories; window glass and Misses Barbara Rose Colley, Sue
A Thrilling Gift! Lady Doretta
mirrors. Call 209 or contact Easley, Joyce Fields, Ann Latta, great. The benefits lost by our
Cafe,
appreciatare
ating
particip
Billie McGehee at Calls
not
.
McDade
Ann
Gown and Negligee Sets
Carmen Pigue and
Hickman.
ed. Nevertheless, I extend rny
succens.
Rayon jersey in pink, blue or white.
sincere wishes for its
CARD OF THANKS
qincerely yours.
Be
Wide:lace trim: sizes 34-40.
To
Plan
ng
i
Readi
ACV MURRAY
To my loyal pupils, friends,
to P.-T.A.
Captain, Infantry j
nted
Prese
relatives and church workers
Set, $12.9k
Commanding j
extend my- sincere appreciation
At a call meeting of the West
,V
for the cards gifts flowers and
Teacher Associaprayers during my recent illness Fulton Parent- tendent W. L.
Leon Chambers of Calloway 1,1
by Superin
at Jones Clinic To Dr. and Mrs. tion
A Welcome Gift!
county is doing variety demon;
to
el
present
was
plan
a
Holland
of
staff
Jones and their fine
s on wheat, planting four
stration
proja
ke
underta
to
ladies
the
May
nurses, I say "Thank You."
Vigo, fled Heart 4
Banner Girl Pajamas
ect to improve the reading hab- bushels each of
'your noble work be blessed.
and Clarkan,
The
.
children
school
of
Fulton
its
y,
tailoted or lace trim. Blue and
in
satin,
Sincerel
Vo.
with the
also printed rayons in• floral deMRS. R.• S. MATTHEWS project is in connection
pink:
4:
y
Saturda
2:30
at
arrives
Santa
reading clinic recently conductand children.
signs. Sizes 32-40.
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$5.98

A Useful Gift!
Bed Jackets
•••
:3

Shl
2,1

‘
atin with lace
Hinner Girl S
trim. Blues, pinks and whitei;
.'-/cs 32-42.

f•f

you

fi;

MEN'S E & W BROADCLOTH SHIRTS

$3.98

A

a

••••

Whites and stripes. Sizes 14-17;
sleeves 32-35

$2.98 and $3.50
MEN'S GIFT ROBES

A

Rayon-lined satin in Maroon. and blue.
Small, Modium, Large'

$18.00

Rayon brocades aril stripes; maroon :And
Llue, small, medium and large.

a

$10.95

Leather gift billfolds
$2.95 to $4.95

Gabardines in maroon, blue and red ;
small, Medium, large.

Leather gift belts
98c to $2

Other robes in cotton or wool $5.98 to $7.98

$9.98

a

A SMART GIFT!
plain
Banner Girl
Mee
and
tailored
trimmed.
SLIPS
Four gore. white and
tearose: sizes 32-44
$2.98

A Colorful Gift!
SATIN BROCADED
House Shoes
to match your robe. Elastic or
closed backs: blui, rose. wine,
black. Sizes 4% to 9.

Black, iace-trimmett
4 and 8-gore slips.
$3.98

Men's Quadriya
Cloth
E & W PAJAMAS
Fancy patterns and stripes.
Coat style (as illustrated).
Sizes a. b, c, d.

a

"KICKAWAY"
Panties and Briefs
in plain a n d laee
Black, white,
trim.
pink, blue and yellow.
Small, medium and
large.

$3.98

$2.98 and $3.49

Sizes 8'4 to 11

A Personal Gift!
ROBES
"Miss Elaine" tailored satin in
white, blue or red with con-

GIFT SOX-Anklets or regular lengths; rayon, fancy
\ stripes. Attractively gift package, two pair to the box.
Per Box 98c to $1.35

trasting piping. Sizes 12-20.

"Kermess"

MUFFLERS

Men's House Shoes

pigskin and
Genuine
zapeskin, gauntlet style;
3izes 8-11.

Warm mufflers in rayon
and wool; solid and fancy

capeskin
Fleece-lined
shoes, .marodri or brown.

°Hier leather glovts
$2.98 and $3.98
Men's wool and wooland - leather - trimmed
gloves,'
79e to $1.95

4
V
V
1

Men's Colorful
NU-WAY TIES
Smint stock of solid colors
and patterns.

ow:7-7%,w73g.ww 7 715,11 7it 51:$PPM
wwwww-sw,v7t‘qc .'s vliisnilliwwwaii7r

to $1.95

017
At•A Flattering Gift!
"
Lady Joyce Gowns

Ss ps ps

ps"gm yframA•310,01•11%

5

S2.98 - $3.98

a

Other robes $5.98 up to $7.98

FULTON
A% As ps

Fl

$4.98 and $5.98
Others

$2.98

422 LAKE ST.
ppm

0
0

Sizes 6-11

0Q.HIET
.
PS MOPS Ai

PIT

Quilted robes, solici or floral
$12.911
designs

house

98c to $1.98

a

chip
boautif
color*.

$8.98

$3.98

All-leather fur-lined
$4.98
gloves

$1.49 to $2.98

you,
mng

rayon

blue, sizes 12-20.

A
A

Sizes 6-11

printed

crepes, lace trimmed. Pink or

,All-leather, soft sole, built-up
"
heels. Maroon and brown;

$4.95 and $5.95

patterns.

P.

$1.50

1
a

Lace trimmed or plain
crepes an,d satins. White,
pink and blue: sizes 32-42.

12.98

a

Men's Gloves

A -LOVELY GIFT!
What greater thrill
Christmas
o n
morning than to
open the box . .
and there .. sheer,
clean and sparkling . . . lovely
KleerClaussner
Nylons!
Sheer
with
Each pair
propersonalized
portions to insure
perfect fit.

A Practical Gift!
GLOVES
Kids, in black or brown
$3.98 and $4.98
Suedes in popular colors
98c to $1.98
•
Fancy wool knits in
White and colors.
98c to $1.49

A Popular Gift-LADIES HANDBAGS, irties:ie and leather
. ........... ........$2.98 and PA.
in black, brown, green, gray
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TIDBITS OF KENTUCKY FOLKLORE
FREEING THE BRIDGE
In the summer of 1948, when
the bridge at Rockport was
freed, I felt for many days how
very significant that event was
and how lightly many people
took it. To people in general it
was just another bridge that.you
could cross without slowing
down to pay your toll. To those
who have watched the growth of
our roads and bridges, it is an -
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other evidence of a passing o
isolation, an isolation that too
many times has meant a lack o
understanding belween peokle
separated by some natural barrier.

how much itlimits our getting around.
You would expect me to offer
an appropriate moral, and here
it is. I hope that the bridging of
our streams, even my own Green
River, will be a symbol of a type
of unified action on the part of
people along our streams that
we never knew before. With the
passing of barriers so great as
these have been, why cannot we
feel nearer each other and cooperate even better than in other days? A bridge may be less
poetic than an unbridged stream,
but in our modern life we have
to get around and occasionally
can give up picturesqueness for
the sake of ease of travel.

ROUTE THREE

Miss Martha Williams
•
Mrs. Owen Jackson returned
to her home in Clinton Sunday
after a months visit with her
;daughter, Mrs. Onie Lowry and
Mr. Lowry.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Cavender
and family from Chicago have
been visiting his grandmother,
Mrs. Sallie Starks and other
relatives.
Mrs. Herbert Butler, Mrs. Estelle Brann• and Mrs. Ophilea
Jones were in Dyersburg, Tenn.,
Tuesday.
Miss Martha Warren spent
the weekend with Miss Naomi
Williams.
Mr, and Mrs. Clifton Webb
ANNOUNCEMENT
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs
The Victory Homemakers Club Jack Foster and La Netta.
will meet with Mrs. L. A. Clifton _ Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor and
oa Deeember 14 instead of the Harold spent Sunday with Charlie Taylor.
regular meeting date. ,
S 1-c Mac Lee Starks has reAll members are urged to be
ported back to his camp in Calipresent.

fornia after a pleasant months
leave with his .mother, Mrs.
Alene Starks and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Oria Forester and
Mr and Mrs. Burnal Lowry were
in Mayfield Monday.

WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
On Sunday. afternoon December 12 at 2:30 the Rev. Royce
Cruce will preach at the State
Line Misson. Everyone is invited
to come out and hear this boy

pieacher. He is the son of Mr. proving at the home of his aunt
and Mrs. Lemon Cruce of Mount Mrs. Leon Moore.
Carmel Community.
Little Guy Thomas Sutton is
ear.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom slfering frirti an infected
spent Tuesday evening with Rev.
Johnnie Hicks of Fulton spent
and Mrs. Earl Baird of Cayce.
Sattuklay night with Willis HowJ. P. Sutton is improving at his ard Hicks.
home north of town.,He has been
Mrs. Edgar Grissom has been
suffering from pnuemonia. ,
suffering from chills but is betMiss Louie McClain of Wynnat this writing.
burg, Tenn., spent the past week ter
end with relatives of this community.
Frankie Hicks is slowly im-

In 1947 and 1948 I have spoken
many times on beauty spots of
Kentucky and have often been
people
stared at by younger
when I mentioned the rivers that
formed only a few years ago so
Lawyer
many barriers inside our state as
well as the two large rivers that
Tax Consultant
constitute our western and northern boundaries. And yet most of
Real Estate
the bridges across the Ohio, except from Louisville east, have
Cohn Building Phone 1555
Jo nu -into exiatence within the
dilast twenty-five years:: most is
Fulton, Kentucky
not strong enough. Long after I
was a grown, married man there
was no bridge across the Ohio
ilksuot
tiliC ung.l.guummuummma:matammm
below Louisville, 130 bridge beilICSICIACIPIMRifiCarliPlif:US:frZtVigiCACACMCAMIIIMACM UlfaMftlitUSICC1CfaCtliftr•SACCitliCAgf•CtiffiCAMItglig%MttiCrAgSffilf
ti,
Cincinna
and
le
Louisvil
tween
no bridge across the Cumber- V
land or Tennessee inside Ken; tucky, no bridge across Green V
River below Munfordville. If I
had time to grow statistical, I 0
could speak- for other rivers, but
l
',that will be enough. Just yesterday I saw in the press that the
Cairo
l bridge. across the Ohio at
on Armistice Day.
freed
be
will
That Well-Heeled
Imagine what it h•as meant lo
the two sides of the Ohio to have
Look
access, in all kinds of weather. •0
EverN body notices ,,our heels
to bridges that overleaped that
acg
groomin
your
judges
and
that too long separated
eordinely, It's easy to prosent t barrier
my
the neighboring states. In
a good appearance WRIGHT
own Green River country tv,to • 0
RHOS. "tips" heels inexpenI idges now under construction
sively . sturdily.
---Aberdeen and Brownsville—
are to be among the most useful
of their kind'in the state; they
will tear down unnecessary barriers that have lasted far too
e
Servic
Repair
Shoe
"North of Green; River" o;
long.
!IQ commercial Ave.
"south of Green River" will no
Fulton
longer be the insult it once was.
Though there arc many. many V
miles of Green River still unbridged, it seems too good to be V
true that there are now or soon .0
win be toll-free bridges. across •
that stream at Spottsville, Calhoun, Livernore, Rockport, Aber- !
.
4
;
deen, and Brownsville, where
bridge
single
a
not
there was
'V
twenty-five-years ago.
V
there
things
of
nature
the
In
to
bridges
enough
be
never
can
remove the barrier of a river, • V
but with modern transportation
it is pretty good to be able to
cross such a treacherous, swift
stremn as Green River at six
places where bridges were rel
cently lacking as well as the
numerous places above Brownsville that have had bridges for a
-long time. Ferries will still
have to operate for many years
A
' to come. especially in little nooks
river:
mighty
the
of
arid bends
bin the main lines of travel will
be free, free as the .roads across
the farming country on both
sides of the stream. And the ernYOU never saw an y.
barrassinent of two of my stutbinq bk• th• n•w
Waterspar En a m•I
dents of yesterday will be queer
for furnitur• and
woodwork--one coat
to some of those who come after
hiding—quick drying
them. Yesterday they could not
—excellent mar and C•in• In t•iley
chip r•sl•tance — tow Pete beektvt,
get across swollen Green River
beautiful decorativ•
bynemlea
at Brownsville or Morgantown
=loss.
veer Nemo."
and had to detour a long way to
EXCEPT FAIR TRADE ffEMS
get to Munfordville. Even the
PITTSBURGH PAINTS
ferries operated by the State
LOOK BETTER LONGER , highway department had to suspend temporarily when the great
flood of water from a week of
rain swept down the streams. A
briage seems so obvious when it
is built that only those who lived
before it came into being can ever know how mighty a stream,
Phone 909
210 Church
even a small one, can be, and
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----and Look
what a Present

WRIGHT BROS.
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Every Item m Our Siore

a

HURRY! OUR BIG
ANNIVERSARY SALE:Van

FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.

She'll love Duni
I and love ygg
for giving them I

KNEEHOLE DESKS

LIVING ROOM SUITES
DINING ROOM SUITES

t.9s

a

If you want to be retain fciurgIft will be
liked, give beautiful Danis! Green slippers
—the very finest in beauty, comfort,
and 'stay in shape" quality.
Pavia
Daniel Green wet
rayon satin and the American Felt Company'sfine woolfela
V
V
V

COMFY SUPPERS

'
0

$311

Has For You!

OFF'
'

98

ather

McDAIY

Whds Just
Around
TheComer!

Ea A
YOU CANT
llouseozD
BEITER
ENAMEL

IV'S SHOE STORE
220 I.ake St.

Fulton

V
1
V

a

a

OIL HEATERS
ELECTRIC BLANKETS

• SECRETARIES

BEDROOM SUITES

MATTRESSES AND SPRINGS

LAUNDRY STOVES

BREAKFAST ROOM SUITES

FLOOR AND TABLE LAMPS

SCATTER AND SHAG RUGS

SOFA BED SUITES

MIRRORS, PICTURES

SMOKERS

PLATFORM ROCKERS

HASSOCKS

IRONING BOAFtDS

OCCASIONAL CHAIRS, TABLES

HIGH CHAIRS

ETC., ETC., ETC.

McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY
Phone 905

Fulton

212 Church Street
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SOME STEEL TRAPS
ILLEGAL, IS WARNED

any other group. It usually begins with symptoms resembling ,
t ose of a cold ... sore e es and
running hose. Fever is frequently present in the early stages,
The rash usually developes in
Many hardware stores and
Measles is early this "ear. Ue- three or four days.sporting good cancerris are disually this disease appears in
*laying for retail sale steel traps
January. reaching its peak in
that are illegal for use in KenStarch or April. Last month, Mrs. Lee Tinunons
Dr.
to
honrever, according
tucky, Earl Wallace, djrector of
Wednesday
Buried
the Division of Game and Fish
Bruce Underwood, State Health.
Commissioner, 129 cases were
Services were held at 2 Wed- enounced today in warning such
reported to the State Depart- nesday at Whitnel-Hornbeak Fu- • dealers that possession of such
ment of Health as against 4 for neral Home here for Mrs. Lee traps for sale or use is illegal.
Tuesday Mr. Wallatee pointed out that onNovember of 1947. While this Timmons, who died
mriany cases is not to be construed morning at her home here. The ly certain type traps as defined
.. by the Commission and Director
as threat of an epidemic, it is Rev.. J. B. Russell officiated. Bur;
enough to cause concern.
ial was in Mt. Horiah Cemetery may be used by trappers and
Measles is one of the most con- near Clinton. She was 83.
Mrs. Timmons was born in
tagious of the diseases of childand
bood. It is a serious disease and Clinton",* 10, 1885. Mr.
Fulton
can cause complications such as Mrs. Timmons lived' in
pneumonia, respiratory troubles many years ago, them movecrto
and diseases of the ear. It is es- Paducah. They returned to Fulsentially a disease of infancy and ton in 1943.
She was a member of the First
early childhood,
with
more
deaths occuring among childen Methudist Church here.
Mrs. Timmons leaves her husof five years and under than in
barld, Lee Timmons; a stepson,
Norman Timmons of Chicago;
her mother, Mrs, Betty Kaler of
Clinton, 'and several biothers
and sisters.

MEASLES PREVALENT
EARLY THIS SEASON

Legal traps are described by
_se or possession of outlawed
traps are subject to confiscation Mr. Wallace as follows:
No trap' shall have a jaw
and the owner liable tO a fine.
The enabling act, for such steel spread of reore than 5 3-4 inches.
No trap shall have a sharp,
trap regulations was approved
in tte 1948 seesion of the State jagged edge on the jaws
No trap shall have more then
Legislature.
one spring for -the purpose
The director pointed out that closing the jaws.
wholesalers may possess such
All traps must be tagged with
traps for mile out of state but
a metal tag with the name and
that retail dealers are barred by
address of the person owning
law from handling such devices.
the trap but this does not apply
He warned that Conservation to the dealer.
to
Officers will be instructe
All steel treps that do At
visit dealers and inspect their
line of traps, and if illegal types come within the above category
are found in their possession they , are illegal for use and sale in
Kentucky and persons poisessing
v.ell face court action.

a

such traps are subject to arrest
anal conviction along with the
confiscation of the traps. Further
information on the use of traps
may be obtained from the Division of Game and Fish at Frankfort.

CHESTNUT GLADE
SCHOOL NEWS
By Jetty Chambers
The Chestnut Glade school
janitor, Alis Onesby, known as
"Skipper" died December 4. He
tented have been 58 years old if
.he had lived until December 29.
The funeral was held by Bro.
J. T. Drace at Chestnut Glade

eehool at 10:00 a.m. December
7 and he was later buried at
Sandy Branch.lie will be greatly missed by his many friends.

Op

PILOT OAK

TAILE RAD10-PHONO

Smart-compact. In bisque ix natural fsnish walnut. Has the newest
features, including Boating Jeeelt
Teas System that says "goodbye" to
acrotds-hiss-chatter -enriches rec.
✓reld Fed,automatic record chang•sr,
leas tweet 10 inch or ten 12 inch
morevis 4- plays both sins mixed.
"Tope fat fone and beady. Sae and
Sas. Ilis Comity Playtime today.
eneroni
OWE RECORD PLAYER with
Taker;PIO 1948 model; closeout at
$50
OMR SLIGHTLY USES) ?hike
=IL Combination set closeout at
$35

Willer Yates and Jimmie of
Mayfield, Mrs. Mary Collins,
Mrs. Edna Waggoner and Mrs.
Allene Lowry visited Mrs. Paulette Yates Hill and Mrs, Edith
Yates Thursday afternoon.
Mr: and Mrs. B. G. L'owry
and Jimmie were guests of Mr.
and Mrs.' Ernest,Cardwell and
boys Sunday.
Bernie Yates, Mr. ahd Mrs
Harry Yates, Mr. and Mrs. William Hill and Randell were the
dinner guests of Mr.. and Mrs.
John Yates Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs.__Ailey Grissoin
have returned to their hem_e- in
Detroit, 'Mich., after visiting
with Mr, and Mrs. Albert Caldwell
Charlie Hainley and Miss
Dean Hainley were honored with
a surprise dinner Sunday. Mr.
and Mrs. Wright Hainley and
family of Springfield, Tenn., Mr.
and Mrs. Euwin Howard, Paris.
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Jewell
Smith and family and Mr, and
Mrs. Hubert Smith of Gala, Ky.,'
were present.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Williams l
vette visitors in Hopicenseille,
Ky., Tuesday.
Mr and Mrs. John Yates and
Mrs.William Hill were in May- /
field Tuesday.
William Hill left Monday for
a visit in Detroit. '
A large, crowd attended the
Christmas program at the school
house Monday night.

We appreciate the repair work
done to the school this past
week.
5

Patronize our Advertisers!

Phone 169

The Keg offers these friendly
tips on WHAT TO GIVE:

if
V
V

86 Proof

Fifth $365

Business partner

R031A CALT.FORNIA CHAMPAGNE
(Hell open this brand proudly)

ei.00
hgt.le

Next-door neighbor PETRI CALIFORNIA SHERRY WINE
(She'll use it often, cooking)

$1.00
laree hot.le

Grandfather

HALF PINTS SIM
90 Proof

OLD CROW

Fifth $320

Fifths $680

Leading Four-H projects in
Tennessee this year on the basIs of numbers enrolled, are sewing, gardening, health, and food
projects.

"World's Favlatte
for nearli a. century"

a

HALF PINTS41.65

rtivri

•

Bottled in Bond.

inj.so

PINTS

$4.25

HALVES

V2.15

81 00
larye boLle

1

CRESTA BLANCA CAL. CLARET
(Good hot after a long cold day)

SI 45
!arse bot.le

A

Favorite cousin

CRESTA BLANCA Spark Burgundy
(The perfeet."party wine")

$1.45
large botUe

541111

TAYLOR'S N. Y. CHAMPAGNE
(Compliment at a budget price!)

$5•••
large bottle

TAYLOR'S - BURGUNDY
(Light, ideal for luncheons)

$3.25
wee botje

FINO PALMA SHERRY
(From Spain!

$3.00
large Dot le

ow I
Y7,efferne-ege,d -

OLD TAYLOR

THREE
FEATHERS

(
Sister-in-law
• Car doctor"

Fifth $450

HALF PINTS

Imported Wines
.AT;er, Vintage 1940
Arnontillado Sherry
Louis Eschenauer
Chatea.,.; La Garde
Merito No. 120 Sherry

$4.25

2

PINT

DE KUYPER

$2.50
..... $1.30

$1.40

90.5 Proof

Fifth $400
T

*
1

BRANDIES
Fifth $420
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posed due to some
She was reported
more cornf9rtably
Mr. ana Mrs. Lo
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formerly known
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reside next year. I
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his parents, Mr.
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Alvin Wheeler, Pi
James Long, Max L
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I W HARPER
KY TAVERN
OLD GRANDAD
OLD FORRESTER
YELLOWSTONE
OLD FITZGERALD

FOUR ROSES

$2.15

Reward him this Christmas with a
luxurious set of SPORTSMAN-his
favorite Grooming Essentials. What
better way to say "Merry Christmas"
to the "leading man" in your life.

le

Our stocks of Wines and Liquors ..',-.-: Thanksgiving and the holidays
are complete at the 10EG ... visit us at our handy location on Lake
street when you are downtown. and stock up!

Fi.f tit $680
FiNTS

S.I.45
large hot

A

Postman

$2.75

dieR

n

GRAVES
(An angel's drink, s •..eet, rich)

Rich aunt

"America's Most Famous
Bouquet"

90 Proo(

it
0
0
K
A
11
It
11
it

$1.25
Isr-e bot le

TAYLOR'S SWEET Sauterne Wine
(His wife sill enjoy it, too)

IS*OM 56474{lb X;31:c2;)147$303114,5141541715 MVPS311134117‘10 711,,S ... "W .o.

GILBEY'S
DRY GM

•11

1:
k
I
1
It
A

Fellow sorker

,

$2.50 V
$1.30
•
Be Sure With Seagrams
4
86 Proof
'
V

SU

, ,!
,

PRI( E

MONTE CASSINO CAL. PORT WINE
(Soft, mellow, full of goodness)

r

Pints

$2:50

VS So:S4 14 tac GC To: Ag

.r. hot le

a
rt

Fifth $400

f•C

ROMA CALIFORNIA TOKAY %MI,
(Delicious after dinner)

It

SEAGRAM'S
SEVEN CROWN

111C So: AtAi AC I:f•C

Your
holiday.hostess

V

SEAGRAM
DRY GM

MAC

WALK4.

YOUR GIFT

V

HALF PINTS $1.30

PINTS

Saf

*LAC 3:

THE PERSON
V

$2.50

PINTS

r•C.204C

111.4

"Sunny Morning
Flavor"

Therefore I (Jesus) say unto
ONE NEW MODEL PORTABLE you, What things soever ye desix tubes; orig. price $59; close- sire, when ye pray. believe that
$37.50 ye receive them, and ye shall
out at
have the.m.-Mark 11:24.

WILLIAMS HDWE.

OF

Fifth $400

Mrs. Carey

Reggie and Bessie Calvin havc.
moved to Ripley. Their house
burned same time ago.

•

SCHENLEY
RESERVE

Mrs. B. G. Lowry

tesso

AUSTIN S]

The ball teams will play
Brundige Thursday afternoon at
Chestnut -Glade. It will beat 1
o'clock. Everyone is invited to
come.

~le cot

-CIROSIEY"

Friday, Dec(

Fifths

6"
Fifths
67°
Fifths 68o,
Filths 68o
Fifths
67°
Fifths 600

"God the PreServ
. the subjeTt of the L
be
'. winch v..111
ienc
(Ihristian
%roughout the wor
December 12.

The Golden Tex
Lord thy God will 1
hand. saying unto tl
I will help thee."(

Among the cit.(
comprise the Lessi
the following fror
"The Lord is the
mine inheritgnce
thou maintainest
How excellent is th2
ness,
theie
dreg) of men put- LI
der the .shadow of
(PS. 16:5).
All are welcome
ices.

Despite drought,
field of ladino clove:
of Ernest Miller in
ty furnished abun]
for five sows and 4'

BOND AND
LEWD

1000 SH

Fifth $415

teasrej,0
1
0
'
0

PINTS

$2.60

'2 PINTS

$1.35

45N

93 Proof

Apricot - Peach - Blackber7y

SUNNY
BROOK

Set of Shave. Lotion, 4 or.,
Fish Shave Bowl and Tale,
2/
1
2 ez.-$4.00 plus tax.

World's Smallesi

HILL &
HILL

Fifth $415
P.I.NTS

V

2 PINTS

$2.60
SI.35

Fifth

*ED°

Pints

$2•30

'12 Pints . $1.30

L '.61 DE LUXE

After Dinner
ROMA Sherry, fifth $1.00
fifth $1.50
Virginia Dare fermoutb
Red
After Dinner
or white
ROMA Muscatel 5th $1.0.0

93 Proof

$1.10 fifth

ROMA Port

I'if th $350
PINTS

$2.20

z PINTS

51.15

86 Proof

•
fifth $1.00 ..".•

"For Pleasabt
Moments"

Aid Receiver Trans

Times More Clei

• Here's nen, hearing cl
more sound intensity th

wholly new hearing co
now hear with pos.
down_ No buzzing, no.
Belton* eats new etant
bearing.

can

FREE

Got free booklal
war facts °Them

no rainy.
per
Phone,
. or mnil coupon.
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Witt/40ST ONE-UNIT
HEARING 410
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Mrs. Carey Frields
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FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE COMPANY

Mrs. Buton Lassiter is indisposed due tc, some complications.
She was reported to be resting 1.
iVI1
more comfortably Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Byars hay:.
0
rented the Claud Nelson farm. g
formerly known as the Dan g
Gaulden home, where they will w
reside next year. Mr. and Mrs. w
Flavil Johnson recently vacated w
the farm and are at the home of w
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. 1
Clyde Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frields en- 4
tertained four couples this past 4
Friday night when Mr. and Mrs. 4
Max Caldwell prepared, cooked 4
and served a dinner by the mod- 4
ern way. Surface and pressuce V
cooked foods were served to the 4
entire group: The demonstration 4
..v..s most helpful to all the 4
guests who were much enthused. ,,,
Ree. Jack McClain fillad the
Milnit -at Salem Baptiat church !":
the past Sunday where he has i
fi.II time pastorate.
;1
James A. Long, 92, died sud- 4
denly early Sunday morning at 4
the home of his daughter, Mrs. 4
J. Clyde Johnson and Mr. John- 4
ton near here.
V
It is thought he arose early, V
probably tried to dress and then
returned to bed where he died.
His death was discovered when
Members of the Johnson fannly
called him to his breakfast.

20
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Til.:
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TE

--Has All of The..

1

A

V

I
0
0

rO
ta
li
I,Rgel

it

Ntr. Long had been in failing V
health for many weeks and his V
death is thought to have been V
from a heart condition.
4
V
He spent most of his life here w
Ky.,
and
v
nei.r Boydsville,
.- vas held in high eiteem by all. V
The deceased is survived by V
the following children: Whitt of V
Pike, Ga.: and Dennis and Mrs
Flaudia Wheeler of Fulton; Mrs
Cvrus Cobb of Mayfield; and
N1.s. Clyde Johnson with whom i
he lived. 15 grandchildren and IV
:6 great grandchileren.
V
V
Funeral services were conducted by Elder Connie Stroup, pas- V
tor of Knob Creek Church of V
Christ at Dukedom M.E. church,
Ntonday afternoon at 1 o'clock.

A

TOYS, SPORTING GOODS
Wonderful Gifts!
$44.50 to S49.95

'BICYCLES
COASTER WAGONS,
Small Size

large size 511.50
$2.00

ROLLER SKATES

HUNTING COATS
ITHACA PUMP GUNS

$79.95

REMINGTON T.C. Trap guns

$173.00
S2.10

$1.75 and up

TRICYCLES, large, ball-bearing

56.95

22-CALIBER CARTRIDGES

40c

AIR RIFLE SHOT
$2.00
FOOTBALLS
Grandsons, Buddye Johnson,
Alvin Wheeler. Paul Wheeler,
REMINGTON RIFLES
BASKETBALLS
$3.03
James Long, Max Long, John Ervin and C. B. Ervin were pallRED RIDER AIR RIFLES
DOI4tLE-BARREL SHOTGUNS
$5.95
bearers. Jackson Brothers FuH U NTT NG PANTS
neral Home was in charge of ar$6.75
SINGA.E-BARREL
SHOTGUNS
•
rangements with interment at
.
the Williams cemetery
near
Boydsville, Ky. .
tOCKWWWWWMatl*WWWWWWINEManEMMUMWM*M111110teaMeammm
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CHRISlIAN SCIENCE

V
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DINING ROOM SUITES

anctuunciaftmaciastasgssmng

Nitat a mattress
OCCASIONAL TABLES

LIVING ROOM SUITES
Two matching pieces in high-grade ta,pestry
that will give years and years of luxurious
service and pleasure. The divan opens out into
a comfortable Murphy bed . . . ideal for the
apartment or as extra guest accommodations
in the home!

It's a

COMPLETE $99.50
SUOWNWIlltWilltWWWMMWMCMUlltV4MUMUMWMAEMWM

SIT IN 1T Ilat'sAllWeAsk!

FROM $8.95
Seven-way floor lamps ____ ____ $11.50
Boudoir Lamps of many kinds
$2.95
Lounge Chairs, with ottoman
$59.95

Don't take our word for it
sit in a La-Z-Boyl Feel how it
cradles every contour of your
body. Press back and relax at
any angle yno desire. See how
smoothly it operot•s. Fully
guaranteed.

Walnut-finish magazine racks, several styles; from $4.95
t

• Here's new hearing clarity •- with far I
more sound intensity than before! And I
wholly new hearing comfort--millione
can now hear with power turned way

t
0

g

down. No buzzing, no hollow ussiride.
Belton* sets new etaridard of lifelike
bearing.

THECHAM
WA
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A

Get free booklet ot entest7

oz1,7:7,7.128,:r'n r,t:

OCCASIONAL (HAIRS

m1111 coupOn.

„I
V

V
I

BOK 727, PADUCAH, KY. 11
•
1 ' Bel-toile Bearing Service 1 w
1

4
a
rtblgoo .r1 te1:11V: II ,
"laW
i
l
"fa
tlig'
ig
MDR sae now t., Owasso, lt
ma.A
,
k
'Avli ani.....-----........._---
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A wide variety of sizes and styles for almost any taste
ur need; all kinds of voods, including solid Honduras
mahogany.

World's Smallest Heol.rg
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to 6
Times More Clear Sound

11seAreIR
''' )

$69.95

COMPLETE $195

V
V
V
V
V
V
w

4
'V

I

Beautifully finisilett; 4 large
drawers, open-out desk and eneloSed shelves as pictured. The
gift that lasts a lifetime.

Eight pieces, in walnut ... six chairs, table
(with extension leaf) and generous-sized
buffet. Comfortable, upholstered-seat chairs.

tiptiar SHOUT
*
,
•
g

, :Box 727, Paducah, KY.

CACACIAIKAIWKINNEACAC

Mahogany Secretary

V

O. A. ROLAND

..• •

•

$44.50

e

Despite drought, a 1 1-2 acre
field of ladino clover on the farm
of Ernest Miller in Eullitt county furnished abundant pasture
for five sows and 45 fetder pigs.

Sewilbet0
,
0
,
4

$24.50

by nationally -known CAVALIEIR. Covey
waterfall design front in veneertO walnut. Roorny, moth-proof interior includes
full-lcnrth tray under the lid.

All are welcome to our servAeS.

FOREMOST ONE-UNIT
HEARING AID

$55

CEDAR CHEST$

Among the citations which
comprise the Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible:
-The Lord is the portion of
mine inheritance and of my cup:
thou maintainest my lot .
How excellent is thy loving kindness, 0 Goti! therefore the children of men put their trust under the shadow of thy wings."
(Ps. 16:5).

gefione

$14.95

r

The Golden Text is: "I the
Lord thy God
hold thy right
hand. saying unto thee. Fear not.
I will help thee." (1st. 41:13).

photo*, or

Suite, (as illustrated) includes handsome poster bed whose
waterfall-design is matched in the other pieces; large, roomy
5-drawer chest; luxurious round-mirrored vanity and upholstered, matching bench.
See this suite on display today; should you prefer other styles,
*e will'be delighted to show them to you.
-

8c

..

"God the Pres:erver et Man- iS
the subje:1 of the Lefrson-Sermon
all
which will
be read in
(1nristian
Science
churches
`!hroughout the world on Sunday.
December 12.

FREE

BEDROOM SUITES $89"

$3.95
SHOTGUN SHELLS

SCOOTERS, rubber tires

FOUR-PIECE

$7.75

1

x

1--tv of occasional chairs and
in all kinds of woods faband styles. There are seldom
s
t many in the home!
Ptices start at P.95
Gcniiral plectric table radios from
C . aittoarnatic electric blankets ....
ava
4.n

$22.95
$39.50

VE A PEW G.E. REFRIGERATORS
e for C.hrfstmas delivery. See thent
today.

To:.f-rt .. Fereohiters .. Wu/He Irons

Sfeep on the
TUFTLESS INNERSPRING
0
t

A

Enj4, deep-down refreshing sleep.
Sesly's "Durolife" ,unit gives you
healthful support yottr doctor would
.e.Inn don't sink into a hollow
ammo,
-- ;du sleep cotufortahly oh your
Sealy, "like sleeping on a cloud."
Your choice of full OT twin bed sixes.
Cliaranteed for 10 years against
structural defeetk
io,ang
4,n,t
1 re/s!r
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PROMPT SI
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Let us print your
busal•ss forms,
carc:s. circula:s 01
have 4 prosses and
of type.
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CAYCE NEWS
by
SUE and JANE
CAYCE SCHOOL NEWS '
Everybody was especially glad
to see James Brawner back in
school Monday morning after his

ORDER YOUR GIFT
MINIATURES
TODAY

DUKEDOM RT. 2
stay in the hospital.
Miss Joyce Ta)lor
The Venetian blinds were in;tailed in the Home Ec. room last
of this commuNt
people
The
look
week. It made the room
were sorry to hear...of the death
very attractive.
!
of Mrs. J. C. Foster She was
The SOphomore Home Ec. welt,known in this vicinity as
class gave a fgerto-gether party , her ciaugkter,and family reside,5,I.
,las1 Wednksday niglat in tfie Iftre several years ago. We exgym It was given in connection tend our sympathy to the famiwith. their personality Unit in ly. Several from this neighborHome Ec. %Miss Pauline Wag- hood attended the funeral which
goner was chaperon.
was held at the Old Bethel
Primitive Baptist cfiurch WedTuesmet
P.-T.A.
The Cayce
nesday.
day night, December 2, for their
JerCharlie Jones and
monthly meeting. They discussed
Jene Rickman were t e Saturthe new books that have recent- day night guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ly been bought for the library. T. Rickman.
A program of popular .music was
Mrs. Wilma Williams called on
,fiarnished by some high school
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.n T. C.
'
girls.
House Wednesday.
Mrs. Ruth Weems is planning
We received the -high school
holidays
pictures last week. Every one to spend the Christmas
in Mississippi with her husband.
was glad 'when they got here.
GaPand Weems and 'his par- •
The regular monthly meeting ents.
F.H.A.
of
of the Cayce Chapter
Clon House killed hogs Thurswas__held in the _Home Ec. room
day. Those -helping were Mr, and
Discussion
6.
December
Monday.
Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr. and Mrs.
was "What can be done to bet- J. P. Owen, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
ter Home Conditions" and plan- Wray and Mr. and Mrs. O. F.
ning for Christmas boxes.
Taylor.
NEW STUDENT ROTARIANS
Eddie Holt, repTesenting Fulton high school. and Wesley Burcham, representing South rulton
high school, have been elected
"Student Rotarians" for the
month of December, and they attended their first meeting last
Tuesday.

It's not a day too.early to
order one of several of these
exquipitely made miniature
portraits of yourself for gifts.
Tinted or ufitinted, beautifully framed, they make superb
gifts. Make-an appointment
TODAY!

Veterinary Service
Day or Night

Phone 693

Phone 807-R
Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian

GARDNER'SSTUDIO
:11 Commercial .Ave.

I.ocated on Martin-Fulton

Fulton

Highway.
s.

Christmas Gifts for That Certain
rMan of Importance"
Soft, luxurious woolens and r4:1i.
brocaded rayons by RABHOR.
$12.50 to $25

re

A

A
,2q

A

A
HANDKERCHIEFS
Ity ARROW

4f
-

Affliction is the wholesome soil
of virtue, where patience, honor.
sweet humility, and calm fortitude, take root and strongly
I flourish.—David Mallet.
%CU=CZ

Ife€441-;

Gift Robes

nr.e.>

SIV
IDA
COMPhones
70-428

Y
CIT
408 Lake Street

main ST. fULTOMICY.

A

Colored or white

tut f4tar:Ac

r.4

sancinaso/MAC-115MirgfiUMAISIMSICIUrs4tTa.

Mr. and Mrs. William Killebrew and Patsy visited Mr. and
Tremon Rickman Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs: Harry Yates
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Yates of Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mrs. J P. Owen and
daughters, Jane and Sue and
Joyce Taylor attended- the program given. by the Pilot Oak
school Monday night.
There was good attendance at
Bethlehem Sunday to hear Bro.
McMinn preach even if it was a
bad day.
Junior Casey, James Earl
Moore and Marion Taylor cut a
bee tree one day last week. They
got quite a bit of honey.

302

Volume Seve

A

Fulton

35c to 51.50

A
11$;Dg
to

11:0
kr/

SHIRTS

Sleeveless, slip-on, coat stYle

White,. solids and stripes
(Dart. Dale
by ARROW
Dr,. ) and VAN HEUSEN

or S.C. in 114artlel

$3.95 to $10

1"rn •- 4.50
'

?ff
PAJAMAS

ru, Tax

'*
AND

MEAN IT:

WITH "THE LOVABLE
FRAGRANCE"

* ogitkte

A
A
A

Stripes, solids and figures by

Buy _T. n Easy
Payments

WILSON BROS. and VAN BRUM

!IP

S4.50 to S10

A

There's no guess
work when you
choose PARKER
-.5r... it's the one
!tift most people
sant! The value is
so sensational that
it's a pleasure to
give and a thrill to
receive this famed
pen in the regular
or new trim

NECKWEAR
SPORT SHIRTS
Gabardine, corduroy and wool, in
deeptones, pastels, solids and plaids.

Bold or conservative patterns in v,.00l, rayon or silk
by BEAU BRUMMELL.

$1 to $5

ARROW,
By PURITAN, McGREGOR,
JOE
VAN HEUSEN and BI'CK SKEIN

SHEAFFEK5
(Shown above) Sheaffer's Sentin•I Deluxe
Threesome. Magnificent gift in choice of
colors. Pen, $15.00; Pencil, $5.00; Shotowriter, $10.00. Available individually or
complete Thre•som• in leather-grained
pwseetation case

$5.95 to $8.50

$30"
no Ncl. tog.

$2"

AvLiovie

Am-144ft

HOSIERY

AN EXOTIC AND RO-

ClocIts, stripes, plaids and
argyles in pure silk, nylon,
lisle, rayon or wool. By
WiLSON BROS. and ESQUIRE.

FRAGRANCE

WITH LINGERING APPEAL

enviiah Lewunderr
DUSTING POWDER

town, Sanit paid
visit to a little g
Hospital vcho has
since September lsi
en leg . . . and wl
that Christmas wc
fore she was able
about again:. She
Shirley Harris. n
live south of Hicki
was run over bv a
second
at t
Shirley had nevei
Claus before_.

A lady of finy ac
first-grade teacher,
chat the other day
her pupils. The su
.smp
ma
ortehseerustsg
. nine

for Christmas." "St
"Well,
Martha, ,
know about it?" "I
secret." "I see. Well
know about it?" "
and I talk about it
Mother sure is golf
prised when she w
Christmas morning
that baby!"
(Dear reader, if
daughter named M.
in the first grade
lax! The above
took place all right,
girl's name wasn't

UNEEDUS GROUP
HAS CHRISTMAS
SUPPER PARTY

$150

ructs PLIII TAX

MANTIC

Talk about the
hell),..11 team beini
!four chei
be.t theist
peen practicing or
since Suptember. N
well.coordinated al
--Santa Claus arr
last S..t..rdas-. and
the si:?rklc in hum
es-es that saw hint
rect.iv:.•d candy
terwards on the
:
.
well repaid for "v
fort we put- into tl
as the falling leave
it into Autumn, sc
pearance of Santa
real spirit of the
December. We hop
er again enters 11
season without h
entry tle's even
gown folks.

SWEATERS by Puritan

YAR.DLEY
critgii4h Liwwrithir
TALC

+++.+4.see.ess++!
A local store at
they had just re(
Ment of Spike Jo
teeth, which remi
violin that was
sale by the fellou
-string. Anyliow,--f
of the "longhair"
round here Spike
hand composed of
musical instrument
washboards, etc) t
have to observe tit
on recordings. Hi
"Two Front Teetl
wants for Christm

Two sidelights
Claus appearance I
mentica:
As'happened last
reached Water Val
St. Nick was going
C:ty
New.Orlea
l'alf the youngsteri
ogolo
haryisdep,hvi
greot
n :tiv:tmen
ptorn
Ing,!nd
onta
ieaFkih

C. H. McDANIEL, Pharmacist; Owner

"IOW TO SAY \

onD Lib

For Latk SISie:This dainty gift box
-xintainsGuest Cologne Decanter,Sachet
Pillow, Talc and Guest Soap. 1.10

50c to $1.50
•
If you can't make up your mind what's
right for one or two names on your
list, aStetson Gift Certificate will solve

aNsel33ox 1j• OLD SOUTH

your problem!
D"P
GLOVES by HANSEN
For
$150
Auntie:
PI. Tax
f
A young Southern gentleman and
his love—on the cover. The duct inside
WITH "THE L 0 V A. L E
—a charming box of Dusting Powder
FRAGRANCE"
and Hobnail bottle of Cologne. 2.15
111(111011(111(eXtfiCAMINIFIRRISIMIKIIK
illaillIMMILIKIIKIWAERKIKAESKIIKATINEIRMIRMillfilif1111411LIAIIIIRIMPILIAtligilglalfgen

Pigskin, Capeskin, Suede.

$4 to $7.50
aetaiDatarat20124

YiteXlatlitaiWki=111441)11/017katlatlaakataaiaatiNt DaiDtparipaara

The Uneedus Cii
First Methodist ch
pot luck supper ar
party Monday nigh!
ing room of the et
eight regular memb
member, Miss Dor(
and two guests, Mr!
and Mrs. Richard Mr
',"
present.
The hostesses for
were Mesdames M
James Carter, Noel
old Holladay and P!
The lovely suppei
from a pretty dec
centered with red
greenery The guest)
at a "U'Y shaped ta
the full length of tt
colored Christmas li
ed. with greenery an
Following the su
pressive devotional
Mrs. W. E. Mischke
of a Christmas story
The feature entert
games and contests.
fling prizes were Mi
feey, Mrs. Mischke,
ltol
Caldwell and

